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Abstract 

Photovoltaic investments are still a challenge for the banking and finance industry 

because of specific features which are characteristic for renewables. The peculiarities of 

such investments are still a barrier for many market players who cannot properly assess 

the risks associated with this type of investment. The non-dispatchability and the strong 

differences compared to conventional electricity generation technologies, make 

photovoltaic an investment option which needs to take into account specific risks for a 

correct investment evaluation. The correct inclusion of risks is fundamental for measuring 

the profitability of investment in a Photovoltaic power plant in terms of Net Present Value 

and Internal Rate of Return.The focus of this thesis, is to assess the financial viability of 

installing a solar PV power station considering the risks embedded in this investment 

class. 

To accomplish this, three major steps were completed. First, to identify and correctly 

estimate the distribution of the identified risks, both technical and financial. Secondly, a 

model based on Discounted Cash Flow methodology was set up, including all the 

assumptions necessary for the model to work properly. When those steps were 

completed, a Monte Carlo simulation was run to give an understanding of the distribution 

and the range of profitability based on the risks included in the model. The results indicate 

that, based on the risks under observation, the range of profitability varies greatly with 

the most influential risk factors identified. Financing conditions and macroeconomic 

environment play the greatest role as sources of risk, followed by solar radiation and 

OPEX. Nevertheless, excluding financing and macroeconomic conditions, the risks 

analyzed are generally moderately correlated with the profitability, with R coefficients 

ranging from 0,30 to 0,40. 

The Power station is assumed to be located in Sicily. This is the first thesis focusing on the 

economic analysis of a solar PV station in the region. 
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Abstract (Icelandic) 

 

Fjárfestingar í sólarsellum eru enn áskorun fyrir fjármála og bankastofnanir vegna þeirra 

sérstakra eiginleika sem einkenna endurnýjanlega orkugjafa.  Eiginleikar þessarra 

fjárfestinga virka enn sem hindrun fyrir marga aðila markaðarins sem eiga erfitt með að 

meta þá áhættu sem fylgir en munur á eiginleikum sólarsella og hefðbundinnar tækni 

hefur í för með sér að sértækir áhættuþættir þurfa að vera metnir.  Rétt mat á áhættu er 

grundvallaratriði þegar arðsemi fjárfestingar er metin, svo sem með Net Present Value 

(NPV) og Internal Rate of Return (IRR).   Viðfangsefni ritgerðarinnar er að meta 

áhættuþætti og fjárhagslega hagkvæmni þess að fjárfesta í sólarsellum.  Gert er ráð fyrir 

að virkjunin sé staðsett á Sikiley.  

Rannsóknin er byggð á þremur skrefum.  Fyrst voru áhættuþættir skilgreindir, bæði 

tæknilegir og fjárhagslegir,  og dreifing þeirra metin.  Í næsta skrefi var líkan hannað sem 

byggir á aðferðafræði Discounted Cash Flow, og forsendur nauðsynlegar til að keyra 

líkanið ákveðnar.  Í þriðja og síðasta skrefinu var Monte Carlo hermiprófun framkvæmd 

til að meta dreifingu arðsemi fjárfestingarinnar, að teknu tilliti til áhættuþátta.   

Niðurstöður rannsóknarinnar benda til þess að arðsemi er breytileg eftir þeim 

áhættuþáttum sem greindir eru.  Skilyrði til fjármögnunar og þjóðhagslegt umhverfi 

skiptir mestu máli. Næst kemur styrkur sólar, og OPEX.  Engu að síður, að undanskildum 

fjármögnun og þjóðhagslegum aðstæðum, eru áhætturnar sem greindust almennt í takt 

við arðsemi, með R-stuðulinn á bilinu 0.30 og 0.40. 

Þessi rannsókn er fyrsta rannsóknin um fjárhagslegt mat á fjárfestingum í sólarsellum á 

Sikiley.   
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1  Introduction 

1.1 The Importance of Solar Photovoltaic in the Energy Landscape 

The enhanced interest in environmental issues, climate change, scarcity of fossil fuels 

as well the international acceptance of the Sustainable Development Goals are core 

motivations above others in investing in the utilization of renewable energy resources. 

Photovoltaics currently is one of the most important renewable energy technologies in 

terms of investments according to the International Energy Agency and other 

authoritative organizations (Channell et al, 2013) due to improved efficiency and a steep 

learning curve, driving the cost of this technology down. In some regions, solar PV is 

already competing with conventional thermal energy for electricity generation in terms 

of cost, while in other regions, such as Europe, in the next two years photovoltaics will 

achieve grid parity, and thus compete on the market unassisted (Ernst Young, 2016). The 

significant investments in PV technology during the last decade have contributed to a 

widespread use of photovoltaics of all sizes, from residential purposes up to utility-scale 

PV power plants.  The analysis within the thesis focuses on the utility-scale perspective of 

solar PV, because of the massive deployment that has occurred in recent years. This is 

confirmed by a much more contained Levelized cost of electricity compared for instance 

to the residential sector (Lazard Investment Bank, 2017).  

Solar PV is consolidating its top position as one of the most important renewable 

energy generation technologies in terms of capacity installed. According to data from 

IRENA, the cumulative installed PV generation achieved more than 290 MW in 2016, 

sharing the top spot with wind energy (both offshore and onshore), excluding Hydro 

because of its conventional feature as a renewable source (IRENA, 2018). The growing 

capacity installed has an influence regarding manufacturing costs which are constantly 

decreasing. Particularly PV technology based on the silicon chip, which is falling in costs 

in a similar fashion compared to Moore’ s Law (Thompson et al, 2013).  

According to Lazard’s latest annual Levelized Cost of Energy Analysis, utility-scale solar 

PV is already competing with gas combined cycle in the US, where conventional 

generation is on average cheaper compared to other regions such as Europe, making solar 
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PV even more attractive for the European region (Lazard Investment Bank, 2017). 

Furthermore, according to the IEA we can expect still significant improvements in the 

technology, especially in the PV industry in terms of technical efficiency and financial 

performance. In fact, according to the IEA, 1,3 trillion $ will be invested in solar PV 

industry for the period 2013-2035 (IEA, 2012).  

Falling costs and improved efficiency are the foundations of one of the most important 

reports regarding the energy transition expected to see in this century (Channel et al, 

2013). The report has been released by the IEA and Citigroup called “Energy Darwinism”. 

The report explains what is happening to the future of electricity generation and why 

conventional generators should be worried about the development of renewables and 

distributed generation. Regarding solar and wind, the report points out the relationship 

with the conventional gas power stations both in the present and the near future, 

predicting the end of the “golden age of natural gas” sooner than expected. According to 

the report, solar and wind generation is going to replace the peak demand from gas-fired 

power stations while increasing penetration in the energy mix. Solar is going to replace 

other forms of energy as base-load power traditionally supplied by nuclear and coal 

(Channell et al, 2013). Furthermore, the report explains how in Europe, the increased 

penetration of renewables is undermining the load factors of conventional generators. 

The conclusion of the report suggests that in near future, we will see a very different kind 

of utility business model, where utilities are smaller and more localized (Channell et al, 

2013).  

The process regarding the high penetration of photovoltaic in the electricity mix is 

expected to be very slow considering the intrinsic features of energy investments in terms 

of time for building and amortizing the costs of the power plants. The fact that solar PV 

is already undermining centralized conventional power generators is not going to stop. 

This is because solar PV is a chip-based technology and is likely to follow the same path 

of other chip-based technologies. Silicon chip applications during the past and present 

have become cheaper, better and faster, as we have already seen for computers, cameras 

and others. Solar PV is expected to follow the same cost curve, and this is why solar PV 

differs from the other sources of energy, both conventional and unconventional 

(International Finance Corporation, 2015). While for solar PV the limit is mainly 
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technological, other energy sources such as hydro and geothermal face sustainability and 

physical limits. 

Solar PV can play a fundamental role in replacing other sources of renewables. Very 

important in this perspective is the case of Colombia (Briscoe et al, 2016). Since the early 

90s, climate change has strongly influenced the Colombian hydro-based electricity 

system, which supplies around 80% of the electricity consumed in the country. Raising 

temperatures have reduced the available energy to fulfill increasing electricity demand. 

This situation has forced the administration to add new capacity, specifically oil-fired 

power plants. This, in turn, has had two different outcomes. First, it has caused reduced 

environmental performances of the power system. Second, it has expanded the use of 

very expensive oil-fired power plant, with higher marginal costs to be used as sources of 

intermediate load or peak load power, causing higher electricity bills for Colombian 

customers. In this Colombian example, the use of solar PV would have had a double 

positive function, maintaining emissions to a low level and ensuring very low marginal 

cost per MW/h produced.  

Another important reason why PV sees such an upside is its predictability in terms of 

energy supply. Nevertheless, studies in the literature can be found questioning the long-

term predictability of solar energy due to changes in cloud patterns and raising 

temperatures (Crook et al, 2011). Solar power is cyclical and is highly dependent on 

weather conditions, but it can be estimated with a high degree of certainty. Furthermore, 

electricity generation from solar energy is not directly influenced by the commodity 

market as it happens for the conventional thermal generation. 

It is true that  financial innovation, such as derivatives (forward and future contracts) 

can hedge the risk of volatility, but being the derivatives connected with the spot price of 

the commodities and taking into account the availability of the resources, sooner or later 

the benefits of hedging with derivatives will not compete in terms of marginal cost of 

power generation with solar PV where this risk is avoided.  

This discussion does not seek to undermine the foundations of our current electricity 

market and system, rather it looks to mention the likelihood that solar PV will be 

prominent in the new energy generation paradigm after the current fossil fuels era. 
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1.2 Solar Photovoltaic as Investment opportunity 

Photovoltaics is an interesting case on many different levels. Financially a PV power 

plant is an investment, indeed it should be considered not only as a mean for solving 

environmental issues of the energy system but rather as a mean to create value for the 

investors. In order to create value, the solar PV power plant has to be able to generate 

enough cash flow to reward creditors and equity sponsors. 

From a financial perspective, solar PV utility-scale projects can be seen as a new asset 

class for financial stakeholders. Investments in solar PV can come in very different forms. 

An investor has a variety of options, such as investing in public PV companies (equity or 

bonds, acting as direct owner of a power plant rather than a creditor, as well as investing 

in by-products of the power plant, such as emission certificates. These different investor 

classes have one thing in common, the risk-return (expressed as standard deviation) 

profile of their investment. The risk-return profile is the single most important factor in 

every decision-making process. This is the base of every investment strategy, which is 

consequently assessed by asset managers for deeper considerations based on internal 

policies and constraints. Indeed, whether investing or not in a solar PV power plant turns 

around the question “Is it worth to invest money now for a future creation of value?”. 

In the context of investment evaluation, solar PV as an opportunity still struggles to be 

considered a source of value creation by the majority of investors, being an in-the-making 

technology. Not being a mature technology means that investors cannot apply the same 

rules, assumptions, and considerations which hold for conventional electricity generation 

technologies. Furthermore, there is still a liquidity issue in the industry: real assets are 

less liquid than financial assets, indeed finding a buyer can be harder. Those factors are 

having a significant impact on investors, who usually base their investment decisions on 

historical data regarding financial performances. 

Understanding how International Rate of Return (IRR) and Net Present Value (NPV) 

develop taking into account the connected risks are valuable information for asset 

managers, banks, and generally financial stakeholders for portfolio strategic purposes 

relative to volatility, diversification and returns.  Both express profitability and both are 

analysed in this thesis as they measure profitability on two different levels. NPV 

represents the profitability in terms of currency but the Internal Rate of Return expresses 
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profitability on a rate of return base, indeed using IRR as a measure to be benchmarked 

with the project‘ s hurdle rate and value creation potential. 

 

1.3 Research Questions 

In the context of solar PV as investment opportunity for potential financial 

stakeholders, the aim of this thesis is to determine the profitability of a solar PV power 

plant, taking into account the specific risks embedded within this particular category of 

investment in addition to determine risks affecting the KPIs and how they impact the 

returns on the investment. To this end the thesis answers the following question: 

• What are the risks to be considered when analysing the profitability of a solar PV 
investment? 

This research question involves the identification of risks, which is the first step of a 

risk analysis. This question is answered through the review of relevant literature pointing 

out which risks influence the performances of solar PV investments under the profitability 

perspective.  

 

This first research question is followed by a second question: 

• What is the impact of the identified risks in terms of Profitability regarding a solar 

PV investment (expressed by KPIs)? 

The thesis seeks to analyze and show how economic, financing and technical risks 

impact the profitability of a solar PV investment. The profitability is expressed by Key 

Performance Indicators such as the NPV and IRR. Many models used and applied in the 

financial sector are not a single answer solution.  

1.4 Methods 

The methodology used to carry out the analysis is based on financial theory on 

capital budgeting (Ross et al, 1990). Specifically, the model used for the profitability 

analysis is the Discounted Cash Flow model (DCF). This model can fit very well in the 

financial modeling of a solar PV utility-scale power plant. This because usually 
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capital-intensive energy projects are based on structured finance, specifically in 

project finance (Gardner et al, 2012). 

This allows repayment to investors solely via the cash flows generated internally 

by the project. This fits very well with the DCF model, where the aim is exactly the 

same, to evaluate an investment opportunity solely relying on the cash flows 

generated. Using this model is standard practice for investment evaluation. This is 

confirmed in a survey carried out by Brotherson et al (2015), where on a sample of 

more than 200 CFOs, 95% uses DCF model.  

DCF models embed a discount factor for the analysis. The discount factor is 

usually considered the Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) which is a 

composition of the time value of money and risk, where the latter can be 

considered the remuneration of investors for a risky project. The widest used 

method to estimate the equity share of WACC is the Capital Asset Pricing Model 

(CAPM). This is confirmed by the same survey, in which more than 90% of the 

participants use CAPM to develop the cost of capital (Brotherson et al, 2015). This 

is the methodology to estimate the discount factor. 

In order to carry out the financial analysis including the identified risk variables, 

a Monte Carlo simulation is used to determine the results of the financial model 

developed. This method has been selected for its wide application in investment 

decisions (Oracle, 2017). This kind of simulation allows users to analyse complex 

investment decisions with a level of detail established by the modeler. It allows 

obtaining a complete statistical representation of the output variables using at the 

same time more than one criteria for the analysis. Furthermore, it is possible to test 

different assumptions for the parameters, analysing their effects on the output 

(Kwak et al, 2007).  

 

1.5 Structure of the Thesis 

The thesis seeks to connect the three main factors mentioned above: A utility-scale 

solar PV power plant; the risks embedded in this type of investment, and the Monte Carlo 
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method for measuring those risks. Eventually, the thesis is going to determine to what 

extent the potential risks can impact the profitability of a utility-scale solar PV power 

plant. The thesis is composed of 6 chapters:   

Chapter 2: Background 

In this chapter, a review of similar and connected academic papers and report are 

given, in the context of investment and risk analysis of a solar PV power plant.  

Chapter 3: Data and Methods 

The first section introduces the power station and its relevant features. A description 

of the power plant is given with the underlying assumptions. As data on an actual power 

plant was not accessible, the structure of the power plant, the size, and the costs related 

to the power plant are derived from the literature. It is worth to mention that the data 

presented in this section are expressed in a deterministic point of view. The data will be 

then manipulated in chapter 4 to be modeled as frequency distributions in order to carry 

out the Monte Carlo simulations in chapter 5. The last section of this chapter introduces 

the methodology used for analysis. 

Chapter 4: Results: identification of risks 

This chapter seeks to identify the risks connected with a utility-scale solar PV power 

plant according to the academic literature found in the context of the economic 

dimension of solar PV. Regarding risk identification, the literature reviewed will be 

gathered in a risk matrix. In the second part, the chapter seeks to estimate a quantitative 

range for the risks identified through frequency distribution. The distribution of risks has 

been used in chapter 5 to perform the analysis. 

Chapter 5: Results: Impact on profitability 

The chapter presents the results of the simulation based on the risk identified and 

quantified in chapter 4. This chapter offers insights regarding the impact of the identified 

risks in the context of profitability of the solar PV power Plant. 

Chapter 6: Discussion 

The last chapter includes a discussion on the profitability of the power station 

analysed. The results are compared with other findings in the academic literature. The 

limitations of the study are described. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions 

This chapter gives concrete conclusions and provides the key messages for investors 

interested in PV’s derived from this specific investment evaluation. 
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2 Background 

Volatility in commodities prices and environmental degradation have accelerated the 

implementation process of cleaner electricity production. The need for a more 

sustainable energy production system has been widely discussed since the publication of 

the Brundtland commission as sustainable energy development is a fundamental 

prerequisite for sustainable development worldwide. An important point was made by 

Dincer (2000) in his “Renewable energy and sustainable development: a crucial review”, 

where he highlights the importance of renewable energy in this regard. In the paper, 

Dincer (2000) points out how long-term strategies are crucial to pave the way for a 

sustainable world: 

“Achieving solutions to environmental problems that we face today requires long-term 

potential actions for sustainable development. In this regard, renewable energy resources 

appear to be one of the most efficient and effective solutions. That is why there is an 

intimate connection between renewable energy and sustainable development” 

(Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews. Volume 4, Issue 2, June 2000, Page 157). 

 

2.1 Risk Identification 

In the context of solar PV as an investment option, a first step is to identify the risks 

embedded within this investment opportunity relying on the published literature.  

Particularly useful for this task has been the paper of Aragones-Beltran et al (2009).  In 

this work, Aragones-Beltran et al (2009) identify the best investment option on a set of 

four possible solar PV power stations. In order to do so, the team uses the Analytic 

Network Process (a branch of Multi-Criteria Analysis) in order to select the risks that need 

to be taken into account during a photovoltaic investment decision, eliminating the less 

influential criteria for the investment decision, indeed filtering the risks. In the paper, 

Aragones-Beltran et al (2009) come up with a risk matrix divided into clusters, then 

broken down in sub-categories. According to the paper, the final framework developed 

can be seen as a “checklist” that has to be dealt with in order to further analyse the risks 

related to a photovoltaic station. Apak et al (2011) improved the work of Aragones-

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/13640321/4/2
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Beltran et al (2009), pointing out how a key risk category called financial conditions need 

to be included in a risk checklist. The work of Apak et al (2011) is not specifically 

addressing the solar PV industry. Rather it is considering the entire renewable energy 

spectrum. The paper deals with the management of financing risks in renewable energy 

utility-scale projects. The team, in the end, comes up with a similar risk matrix compared 

with the Aragones-Beltran et al (2009) work. The authors include in the financial risk 

category the risks associated with possible deteriorating lending conditions and the 

consequently higher cost of equity, worsening the total cost of raising funds. 

 

2.2 Methodology 

When reviewing studies that focus on renewable energy in the context of investment 

analysis, it is possible to find various studies focusing on the economic aspect of the 

investments (Rodrigues et al, 2016; Lang et al, 2015; Breyer et al, 2015). Specifically on 

solar PV literature,  it is possible to detect how the financial valuations go hand in hand 

with technical evaluations. The techno-economic analysis reviewed focus specifically on 

a range of indicators. The most recurrent key Performance Indicators analysed in the 

literature on solar PV investments are Internal Rate of Return, Net Present Value and 

Payback Period.  

Generally, the literature is divided between stand-alone valuations indeed focusing 

only on one particular solar PV investment, and comparative studies focusing on a range 

of different countries and regions to test the performance of solar PV applications under 

different technical parameters and regulations.  

The solar PV literature touching upon financial valuation is usually based on 

Discounted Cash Flow methodology. Another method is the Real Option Valuation used 

in the literature to deal with this kind of analysis (Bazilian et al, 2013).  

The methodology used in this thesis relies on Discounted Cash Flow valuation and 

Monte Carlo simulation in order to determine the impact of risks on the profitability. The 

methodology selected is based on the findings of Brotherson et al (2015) that conducted 

a survey in the finance industry. They found that 95% of CFOs and financial advisors use 

this methodology for new investment opportunities, suggesting as the first option to use 

the Weighted Average Cost of Capital as the hurdle rate to discount the cash flows.  
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Nevertheless, other academics criticized the Discounted Cash Flow methodology and 

determined it a weak tool for investment evaluation. Adler (2000), Dessureault & Scoble 

(2000), Park & Herath (2000), Yeo & Qiu (2003), Pless et al (2016), Schachter & Mancarella 

(2016) criticize the methodology especially on the discount rate to be used, the tactical 

focus (short-term) rather than the strategic one (long-term), and the qualitative benefits 

that often go along with strategic investments, which are not accounted for in a mere 

financial analysis. The critiques are for the most part attributable to the assumptions of a 

stable external environment, which can often show a high degree of difference between 

theoretical modelling and reality. Furthermore, being a static model to some extent, it is 

important for the methodology to use sound data in order to avoid the principle of so-

called “Garbage in, Garbage out” developed by Schwarcz et al (2010). 

The evaluation of the impact of risks on the profitability of the thesis is based on a 

Monte Carlo simulation. The need for a Monte Carlo simulation to be included when 

analysing an investment decision, rather than relying solely on punctual values and 

sensitivity analysis is stressed as well in the academic literature by Gallagher (2012) in his 

“Monte Carlo Simulation and Risk Assessment in Capital Budgeting”. According to 

Gallagher (2012), the use of numerical methods gives a more holistic view of the 

investment decision, giving as an outcome a much more detailed picture of the 

investment. Gallagher (2012) also states that Monte Carlo simulations are the most used 

and appropriate tool in the financial industry to assess investment quality as long as the 

assumptions are based on relevant literature or industry executives and no space is given 

to personal interpretation of data.  

Specifically relating renewable energy and investment decisions, Arnold et al (2015) 

describe how combining Net Present Value estimation with Monte Carlo simulation can 

better implement risks in financial analysis compared to simple NPV estimations and 

sensitivity analysis. The paper concludes: 

“The authors uncover considerable advantages regarding content and methodology 

compared to ordinary NPV-estimation or sensitivity analysis. It could be shown that the 

presented financial analysis combined with MCS aids in optimizing the conceptual design 

of an investment project with respect to capital returns and risk. Since both issues are 

decisive for lenders and investors, the double-criteria (financial analysis and MCS) analysis 
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method presented in this paper facilitates the raising of capital for project investments in 

decentralized RETs” (Renewable Energy. Vol.77, 2015, Page 227). 

 

2.3 Risk and Profitability on Photovoltaic Investments 

The academic literature considering Discounted Cash Flow methodology integrated 

with sensitivity analysis and Monte Carlo simulation in the photovoltaic context has been 

reviewed.  

Chandel et al (2013) estimated the economic impact of a 2,5 MWp grid-connected 

solar power station in Jaipur City (India). Their work compared an on-site scenario with 

an off-site scenario. In the first scenario, IRR was equal to 11,8% and Net Present Value 

was around € 1,5 million (adjusted for currency exchange rate in 2013). The second 

scenario (off-site) was more profitable, with IRR equal to 15,10% and Net Present Value 

equal to € 3,1 million. Their work suggests that solar PV is profitable both for the on-site 

and off-site scenario. 

Rehman et al (2007) used DCF methodology in order to study the most profitable 

option of a 5 MWp power plant located in Saud Arabia, aiming at finding which location 

(40 locations in total) was better suited for the power station in terms of profitability 

based on fixed capital expenditures, operation and maintenance costs and financing 

conditions.  The results of their analysis show how Internal Rate of Return ranged 

between a minimum of 10,73%and 16,65% with mean 13,53%. Net Present Value was 

found to range between $ 32,1 million and $ 74 million with the mean value around $ 51 

million.  

The contribution of Rodrigues et al (2016) is of interest in relation to the thesis. The 

team carried out a comparative economic analysis on a small-scale PV system (5kWp) 

with different self-consumption scenarios based in different countries to rank the 

profitability of different countries based on Net Present Value (expressed as Profitability 

Index) and Internal Rate of Return. This work is of interest as Italy is included in the set of 

countries. Regarding Italy, the NPV results range between 1 to 3,5 in terms of Profitability 

Index with median equal to 2 and Internal Rate of Return ranging between 10% to 20% 

with the median value equal to 17%. Their findings suggest that the most profitable 

countries are Australia, Germany, and Italy.  
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Mondal et al (2011) used DCF methodology for an economic evaluation of a proposed 

1 MWp grid-connected solar PV station in Bangladesh. They used Monte Carlo simulation 

to find a set of solutions based on a range of values for solar radiation, costs, and financing 

conditions. Mondal et al came up with a p5-p95 range equal to 10,73% - 16,65% and mean 

equal to 13,53% for the Internal Rate of Return estimation. The paper does not show 

results in terms of Net Present Value because of different indicators used in the analysis.  

Bustos et al (2016) applied DCF methodology for an economic analysis of a 30 MWp 

solar PV power station in Chile using Monte Carlo simulation. In their analysis, the team 

studied the impact of a Feed-in premium system, indeed applying a 40% incentive on top 

of the electricity market price. The team came up with an Internal Rate of Return around 

13,7%, and Net Present Value median value of € 11.000.000 million. According to a non-

deterministic approach, the team estimated that Net Present Value greater than zero and 

Internal Rate of Return higher than 12% was achieved in the 94% of the cases. The paper 

also analysed a scenario with no Feed-in tariff system in place, resulting in a Net Present 

Value estimation greater than zero only in 4% of the cases.  

The most similar work found in the literature in the context of the thesis is the work 

of El Haimar et al (2015). This paper is focused on the financial feasibility of a 25 MWp 

solar PV power project located in Morocco. The analysis is based initially on a 

deterministic approach to the Net Present Value, followed by an analysis based on Monte 

Carlo simulation regarding inputs such as energy output, costs and price of electricity. 

Nevertheless, the analysis was incomplete, as the analysis was carried out for a period of 

15 years, excluding the discounted cash flows generated for at least another 10 years, as 

pointed out by the authors. Even with 10 years missing from their analysis, the results 

illustrate a Net Present Value ranging between € 2.134.649 (p5) and € 2.273.450 (p95).  
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3 Data and Methods 

This chapter provides an overview of the main areas of interest related to this thesis. 

First, this chapter seeks to explain which the main components of a PV system are and 

how they relate to each other in order to come up with the final PV power station. Ideally, 

this first section wants to bring the reader from the single solar cell to the development 

of the PV field. The second part of this chapter presents, applying a deterministic 

approach, which data needs to be considered for the valuation. In this chapter indeed, a 

deterministic presentation of the solar resource, the performance of the PV system, sales 

and financing conditions and costs is given. In the last section, the methodology used for 

the analysis is presented. 

 

3.1 Photovoltaic Components 

3.1.1  Photovoltaic cells 

The fundamental element for conversion of solar irradiation into electricity is the 

photovoltaic cell. These cells are built mainly through silicon, an abundant material 

present in the earth crust, non-toxic and easy to work with. The silicon used in the PV 

industry can be broken down into three categories: 

• Monocrystalline 

• Polycrystalline  

• Amorph 

Monocrystalline cells have a good yield (around 20%) and a higher cost of production. 

The production process is based on wafer production. It consists in creating first a silicon 

bar and consequently to cut the bar into slices (the wafer). Each wafer is, in the end, 

converted into a cell through doping and implementation of metal contact for the 

connection with the external circuit.  

Polycrystalline cells follow a production process which consists in melting the silicon, 

put it into a preheated graphite mold. In a later stage, the mold is cooled, obtaining a 

layer of silicon crystal which is consequently cut into wafers. Polycrystalline cells usually 

get a yield around 15%, and lower costs of production compared with monocrystalline 

cells.  
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Amorph silicon cells are a subcategory of the widest thin-film macro-category. This cell 

category is characterised by the lower cost of production compared with polycrystalline 

and monocrystalline methods, the possibility to build devices with a higher grade of 

thinness and flexibility and the introduction of elements such as oxygen, hydrogen, and 

carbon. The downsides of this technology are related to the low yield, around 8% and an 

important degradation rate per year (El Chaar et al, 2011). 

 

3.1.2 Photovoltaic Modules 

The voltage generated by a single cell can be too low to be harnessed and, in this case, 

it is necessary to connect a set of cells to form photovoltaic modules. The cells connected 

to the module can be connected in series or in parallel. In the case that the cells are 

connected in series, the total voltage is equal to the sum of the single cells, otherwise in 

the case of cells connected in parallel the total voltage is equal to the sum of the exit 

voltage of the single cells.  

By connecting modules mechanically the photovoltaic panel is obtained. In other 

words, the combination of more modules allows the production of the optimal power 

with the required voltage. A panel is usually gathered in a structure aimed to protect from 

external conditions formed by six elements (Philibert et al, 2014): 

• Anterior glass, transparent and protective 

• Encapsulation material, ensuring the mechanical contact between glass cells and 

electrical insulation 

• Photovoltaic cells 

• Posterior layer in glass, metal or plastic 

• External metal frame to increase mechanical resistance 

• Junction box to allow the connection between devices.  
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Figure 1. Composition of a PV module (computerworld.com) 

 

 

3.1.3 Photovoltaic Strings and Field 

With the term array, it is meant the connection in series of more photovoltaic panels. 

It is important to create more strings because of the connection in series. Creating more 

strings avoids the losses due to malfunctioning of the panels. 

More strings, connected in parallel, form the photovoltaic field. 

 

Figure 2. From PV cell to PV array (infiniteenergy.com.au) 

3.1.4 Inverter 

Inverters are included in the category of static converters. The task of the inverter is 

to transform an electrical quantity in the input, to another in the output. The inverter for 

photovoltaics is planned to convert electrical energy if the form of direct current (DC) into 

alternate current (AC) to be channeled into the electricity grid. There are two different 

categories of inverter for photovoltaic applications: Inverter for stand-alone applications 
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(off-grid) and inverter operating for grid-connected applications. Regarding grid-

connected applications, the main goal is not to regulate tension and frequency on the 

output side as it is for stand-alone applications, but to convert electrical energy from DC 

generated by the photovoltaic station to AC to feed the grid. An important point is that 

in these inverters the input circuits solely refer to the tension of the photovoltaic 

generator.  

The inverters are usually integrated with a system MPPT (Maximum Power Point 

Tracker), which allows extracting from the photovoltaic station the maximum power 

available as quickly as possible regardless of irradiance conditions. For utility scale 

inverters, along with the MPPT technology, the MIX (Master Inverter X-change) 

technology is integrated. Rather than converting the entire power generated by the 

Photovoltaic plant with only one unit, it can be preferable to divide the inverter into more 

units, which come into operation based on the increased power generated. In other 

words, when irradiation is reduced, only a part of the modules included in the inverters 

are activated. In this way, the different modules are going to work in the maximum yield 

point increasing the entire system efficiency (Lumby et al, 2015).  

A fundamental component of the inverter is the switching bridge. It allows passing 

from DC to AC using semiconductor devices piloted with sequences of controlled 

impulses. The bridge switching can happen at the grid frequency or at higher frequencies. 

In the first case on the output a square-wave is obtained, in the second case, a sinusoidal 

waveform with variable width is obtained. 

 

3.1.5 Transformer 

The transformer task is to increase the voltage from the output value of the inverter 

to the value of the grid. Usually for large scale power plants, the need is focused on one 

transformer to scale up the voltage to medium (around 15.000 V) or high voltage (around 

130.000 V). for smaller applications, usually there is need to use two transformers 

because the voltage is often too low to directly feed the grid. In this case, the first 

transformer scales up the voltage to 380 V, the second one is used to scale up again the 

voltage to medium tension.  

In the end, this is the schematic representation of a working solar PV station: 
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of a photovoltaic field (Kumar et al, 2015) 

 

 

 

3.2 The Photovoltaic Power Plant under Observation  

 

In this section, the power plant is introduced. According to a report from the IEA 

(2017), in order to carry out a financial and risk analysis related to solar PV power plants, 

the analysis needs to follow five steps: 

• Solar resource assessment 

• Losses of energy in the PV system 

• Sales conditions and yearly revenues 

• Capital expenditures and Operation and Maintenance costs 

• Financing conditions and country taxation 

This framework is used to describe to conditions necessary to carry out the financial 

and risk analysis of the power plant.  

To discuss the losses within a PV system, it is necessary to discuss first the PV system 

itself. The assumed power plant under observation is located in Sicily, Italy, in the 

municipality of Trapani on the edge of the western coast of the island as shown in figure 
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4. The site has been selected based on the amount of solar irradiation hitting Sicily, which 

is one of the most exposed regions in entire Europe. The assumed power plant is 

considered to be grid-connected, and the primary scope is in the end to sell all the 

electricity generated to the National transmission operator. 

 

Figure 4. Solar PV power station location (red square). Latitude 37,5°, Longitude 13,1° 

According to SolarGis, in the European Union the Sicily region is one of the most 

suitable for solar PV applications in terms of solar irradiation. Comparable results are 

achieved only in the southern part of Spain and Greece (figure 5). This makes Sicily a 

potentially important player for expanding solar PV in the region’ s energy mix 

 

Figure 5. Solar Resource map from SolarGIS (SolarGIS, 2013) 
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Figure 6. Photovoltaic field layout (own representation) 

As shown in Figure 6, the power plant consists of 277 strings ground mounted 

containing each 120 PV panels. This ensures to achieve a 10 MWp generation capacity 

with an assumed lifetime of 25 years. The electricity produced flows directly into the 

inverter cabinet (orange square, figure 6), where the electricity passes from direct current 

(DC) to alternate current (AC), and lastly, voltage is upgraded in the transformer cabinet 

(yellow triangle, figure 6). From there the electricity is fed into the grid. The solar field is 

not using tracking technology. The solar PV power plant generalities are included in table 

1. 

Country Italy 

Municipality Trapani 

Type Utility scale 

Technology Ground-mounted 

Power Plant capacity (MWp) 10 

Panels output (Wp) 300 

Total panels required 33333 

Manufacturer Sunerg X-ARCH 

Panel Technology Mono-crystalline Silicon 

Efficiency 18% 

Total PV system area (ha) 5,746 

Total infrastructure area (ha) 8 

Table 1. Generalities of the power station 
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3.2.1 Solar Resource Assessment 

For the estimation of the solar resource, it is necessary to rely on authoritative 

databases. The one chosen in the Thesis is the NASA database for insolation and solar 

radiation. The database allows the user to find solar conditions based on the latitude and 

longitude of a determined area. For the purpose of this thesis, it is useful to analyse a set 

of parameters tailored made for photovoltaic applications. The available data for the 

selected area of development are displayed in table 2.  

Output: Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

SSE 
HRZ 

2,16 3,06 4,33 5,45 6,66 7,41 7,5 6,5 4,93 3,55 2,36 1,85 

K 0,45 0,49 0,53 0,55 0,6 0,63 0,66 0,63 0,57 0,52 0,46 0,43 

Diffuse 0,89 1,16 1,51 1,9 2,06 2,02 1,84 1,74 1,58 1,25 0,96 0,81 

Direct 3,34 4,15 5,16 5,74 7,04 8,13 8,59 7,5 5,83 4,72 3,49 2,9 

Tilt 0 2,14 2,97 4,28 5,42 6,62 7,35 7,45 6,47 4,86 3,52 2,33 1,84 

Tilt 22 2,93 3,74 4,95 5,7 6,56 7,07 7,26 6,66 5,45 4,36 3,11 2,56 

Tilt 37 3,29 4,03 5,1 5,55 6,1 6,43 6,65 6,35 5,5 4,65 3,44 2,9 

Tilt 52 3,46 4,1 4,97 5,11 5,34 5,46 5,7 5,72 5,27 4,69 3,59 3,08 

OPT 3,48 4,11 5,1 5,71 6,68 7,36 7,48 6,68 5,52 4,71 3,6 3,1 

Table 2. Monthly average solar radiation (kWh/m2/day) - NASA database1 – static values 

According to the NASA database, for the power plant location (latitude and longitude 

data) it is possible to obtain the highest average solar irradiation for panels tilted at 22°. 

This is in line with the Clearness Index (K), which is the share of surface irradiance on the 

total top of the atmosphere insolation for a given month.  

Because of the better energy availability with a 22° tilted mounted panels, the solar 

field will be built according to this inclination (azimuth angle assumed to be 0°). Based on 

the dataset above, it is possible to evaluate the solar resource captured hitting the surface 

expressed in square meters in table 3. 

 

 

 

                                                      

1Database for solar and surface metereology at: https://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/cgi-

bin/sse/grid.cgi?email=skip@larc.nasa.gov 
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Solar radiation 
(kWh/m2/day) 

Days/month Monthly solar radiation 
(kWh/m2) 

Month 

Jan 2,93 31 91 

Feb 3,74 28 105 

Mar 4,95 31 153 

Apr 5,70 30 171 

May 6,56 31 203 

Jun 7,07 30 212 

Jul 7,26 31 225 

Aug 6,66 31 206 

Sep 5,45 30 164 

Oct 4,36 31 135 

Nov 3,10 30 93 

Dec 2,56 31 79 

Annual solar radiation (kWh/m2) 1838 

Table 3. Yearly total solar radiation kWh/m2 – static values / own estimation 

This data can be considered reliable, being close and approximating the estimates of 

SolarGis, one of the most important solar information providers in the industry (figure 5). 

Table 4 estimates the total energy available for the power plant surface on a yearly and 

quarterly base.  

 
 

Tilted panels 22° Quarterly solar radiation 

Total array area (m2) 57460 

Month Solar 
radiation 

(kWh/m2/day) 

days/month Tot. Energy 
received 

(kWh/month) 

Jan 2,93 31 5.219.091 1st 
quarter 

20.053.540 

Feb 3,74 28 6.017.211 

Mar 4,95 31 8.817.237 

Apr 5,70 30 9.825.660 2nd 
quarter 

33.697.991 

May 6,56 31 11.685.065 

Jun 7,07 30 121.87.266 

Jul 7,26 31 12.931.947 3rd 
quarter 

34.189.849 

Aug 6,66 31 11.863.191 

Sep 5,45 30 9.394.710 

Oct 4,36 31 7.766.293 4th 
quarter 

17.670.099 

Nov 3,10 30 5.343.780 

Dec 2,56 31 4.560.025 

Solar resource assessment (kWh/year) 105.611.480 
 

Table 4. Total monthly and quarterly available solar radiation hitting the power station 
surface – static values / own estimation 
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 It is important to mention as well that specific softwares can be used for this purpose, 

which can be much more specific than global databases. In fact, according to the 

literature, one of the area for further improvements for solar energy deployment seems 

to be the development of better and more detailed solar radiation databases. According 

to Wilcox (2010), this can be a major step in lowering the transaction costs related to 

photovoltaic investments.  

 

3.2.2 Energy Losses in the Photovoltaic system 

In order to estimate the net output, it is required to first assess the gross output 

(expressed in kWh), and in a second phase to consider the system losses. In order to 

estimate the gross output, it is necessary to consider the efficiency of the panels and the 

losses within the PV system.  

The efficiency of a solar panel is the ratio, expressed as a percentage, between energy 

captured by the panel and transformed into electricity and the total amount of energy 

hitting the surface of the panel. Efficiency is usually defined by the manufacturer.  

The efficiency parameter set by the manufacturer is equal to 18%. Consequently, it is 

possible to obtain the gross electrical output of the power plant. Table 5 gives a punctual 

estimation of the total solar radiation converted into electricity. 

After the quantification of the gross electricity generated has been carried out, it is 

necessary to consider the potential losses the power plant can incur during the 

operational phase. Based on the literature, it is possible to identify different kind of losses 

during the power plant operational phase. These losses are: 

• Solar Panel degradation  

• Soiling 

• Temperature effect 

• Mismatch  

• Inverter losses 

• Transformer losses 
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According to the report from National Renewable Energy Laboratory (Jordan et al, 

2016), solar panel degradation is due mainly to optical losses, and front delamination.  

Optical losses are all those losses related to reflexion and absorption of glass, 

determining the weaker impact of solar radiation on the PV cell. Front delamination is 

relative to the bond between plastic and glass in the solar panel. During the time, the 

bond starts splitting, letting in air and moisture, which cause problems such as corrosion 

(King et al, 2000). The solar panel degradation rate needs a different accounting method 

compared with the other sources of loss in the PV system. This happens because it 

impacts directly on the efficiency of the panel, so every year, the panel efficiency drops, 

conversely the other losses in the system are assumed to be constant. 
 

Source 1st year of 

operation 

2nd year of 

operation 

Gross yield production (kWh) NASA 

database/own 

estimation 

105.611.480 105.611.480 

Panel efficiency (impacted by 

degradation rate) 

Manufacturer 

- SunErg 

18,00% 17,91% 

Electricity into the PV system 

(kWh) 

Own 

estimation 

19.010.066 18.915.016 

Table 5. Effect of panel degradation rate 

Soiling losses according to Maghami et al (2016), occurs due to arid conditions. It 

involves a shading effect on the solar panels due to dust depositing on the surface. This 

effect does not allow the PV cells to work properly when soiling occurs, indeed the solar 

panel is not going to perform in the most efficient way.  

Temperature losses are widely discussed in the literature as the actual performance 

of the panel often diverges from the nominal standard behaviour. The nominal power is 

issued by the manufacturers, but it is estimated according to standard test conditions 

(25°C). Indeed, when solar panels experience higher temperatures than the standard test 

conditions, performances are worsened to an extent. 

Mismatch losses is a term which addresses the issue of intrinsic differences of the PV 

cells manufacturing process. Even if the production process is the same, the PV cells tend 
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to be slightly different from each other.  This diversity creates a decreasing effect on the 

energy generated from the PV module (Kaushika et al, 2007). 

Inverter and transformer losses are usual for PV installations. The first one is about 

conversion from DC to AC, the second is related to upgrading the electrical voltage to be 

suitable and matched with the grid voltage. 

 

3.2.3 Sales Conditions and Yearly revenues 

The importance of photovoltaic technology in the Italian landscape is underlined as 

well by the public regulators, which have decided to separate the topic of photovoltaics 

from the wider renewable energy context. The regulators have set up an individual 

regime for solar PV incentivization scheme. It is called “Conto Energia”.  Conto Energia 

has been renewed during last decade, arriving this year to its fifth edition. In the current 

edition, the regulator has opted for different mechanisms of incentivization based on the 

power installed and location (Fiorentino, 2016). Table 6 recaps the different subsidy 

schemes for photovoltaic. 

Tariffs on grid-connected PV power installed - Italian Regulation - V Conto Energia - 20 years 
contracts  

Power installed on building surface Other Photovoltaic installed 

Power range 
(kW) 

Feed-in Tariff 
(€/MWh) 

Feed-in Premium 
(€/MWh) 

Feed-in Tariff 
(€/MWh) 

Feed-in Premium 
(€/MWh) 

1 - 3 - 126 - 119 

3 - 20 - 114 - 107 

20 - 200 - 93 - 86 

200 - 1000 - 60 - 53 

1000 - 5000 126 - 120 - 

> 5000 119 - 113 - 

Table 6. Current incentivization scheme in Italy (Fiorentino, 2016) 

According to the current Italian regulations, the solar PV installed power is split into 

two different groups. This distinction is between Power installed on building surfaces 

(residential, warehouse, hangar rooftops) and other Power installed (floating, ground-

mounted). Within these two categories, there is a further breakdown related to the size 

of the Power installed. The regulator opted for a feed-in premium scheme for installed 

power up to 1000 kW, on the other hand, for bigger sizes, the regulator offers a 

mechanism based on Feed-in tariff. In the case of Feed-in tariff the price per MWh fed 
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into the grid is fixed and does not change for the guaranteed period (20 years), regardless 

of the price formation in the liberalized market.  

The project lifetime is assumed to be 25 years, meanwhile, the ensured tariffs are 

guaranteed just for 20 years. This means that after that period, during the last 5 years the 

power plant revenues will be solely based on the market price of electricity.  

 

3.2.4 Capital Expenditures and Operation and Maintenance Costs 

Capital expenditures (CAPEX) are relative to all those costs which occur and need to 

be considered in the phases preceding the operational phase. Those costs are relative to 

planning, designing, licenses and building the power plant. CAPEX is often mentioned in 

the literature on solar PV technology as the main source of cost for developers. In fact, 

the International Finance Corporation estimates that CAPEX as the share of the total costs 

of PV power plants to range from 90 to 95% of the total cost. According to the German-

based Fraunhofer Institute (2013), one of the most respected solar PV technology 

consulting firms for the European market, the frame for the CAPEX cost breakdown 

follows the structure summarized in tables 7 and 8. 
   

Source 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

CAPEX Items Inflation-
adjusted 

 Real  Inflation-
indexed 

Inflation-
indexed 

Inflation-
indexed 

Inflation-
indexed   

Infl. Rate ISTAT - 0.20% -0.10% -0.10% 1.10% 

Modules €/kWp Fraunhofer 
Institute 

550,00 551,20 550,55 550,00 556,05 

Inverters €/kWp Fraunhofer 
Institute 

110,00 110,22 110,11 110,00 111,21 

Licences €/kWp Fraunhofer 
Institute 

5,00 5,01 5,00 5,00 5,05 

Feasibility Study and EIA 
€/kWp 

Fraunhofer 
Institute 

14,00 14,03 14,01 14,00 14,15 

Detailed Design €/kWp Fraunhofer 
Institute 

21,00 21,04 21,02 21,00 21,23 

   
 

  
Total €/kWp 707,70 

Table 7. Inflation-adjusted items within CAPEX (the Fraunhofer Institute, 2013) 
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CAPEX Items 
Construction-

Indexed 

Source 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 
 Real  Construction-

indexed 
Construction-

indexed 
Construction-

indexed 
Construction

-indexed  
Constr. Index ISTAT 1 0,40% 0,30% 0,40% 0,40% 
Mounting 

structure €/kWp 
Fraunhofer 

Institute 
75 75,75 76,51 77,28 78,06 

Installation cost 
€/kWp 

Fraunhofer 
Institute 

50 50,50 51,01 51,52 52,04 

Cabling €/kWp Fraunhofer 
Institute 

50 50,50 51,01 51,52 52,04 

Grid connection 
€/kWp 

Fraunhofer 
Institute 

60 60,60 61,21 61,82 62,45 

Switch gear 
€/kWp 

Fraunhofer 
Institute 

5 5,05 5,10 5,15 5,20 

Transformer 
€/kWp 

Fraunhofer 
Institute 

20 20,2 20,4 20,61 20,82 

Infrastructure 
€/kWp 

Fraunhofer 
Institute 

40 40,4 40,81 41,22 41,63 

   
 

  
Total CAPEX €/kWp 313,23 

Table 8. Construction index-adjusted items within CAPEX (the Fraunhofer Institute, 2013) 

Regarding the timing of CAPEX, we can distinguish between two phases for bearing 

the costs (International Finance Corporation, 2015). The first phase is essentially relative 

to all the preliminary work which needs to be developed in order to be able to build the 

power plant in a later stage. Usual activities in the preliminary stage involve municipality 

and regional planning and building authorizations and land lease negotiations. Once 

those activities have been completed, feasibility study and Environmental Impact 

Assessment (EIA) need to be carried out. This stage is definitely one of the most 

important, involving a final judgment both by public authorities and private developers 

regarding the future development of the PV project. In the latest stage, engineering 

companies are freed and can carry out a detailed PV system and layout optimization 

analysis, to be implemented in the second phase (the year 2019), where the power plant 

can finally achieve the building stage, as pointed out in table 9. 

Year 2018 Year 2019 Year 2020 to 
2044 

Year 
2045 

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Single stage 
 

O
p

er
a

ti
o

n
a

l 
p

h
a

se
 

D
ec

o
m

m
is

si
o

n
 

Licences Feasibility 
study and 

EIA 

Detailed 
Design 

Modules 

Inverters 

Balance of the 
system 

Preliminary works phase Construction Phase 

Table 9. Stages of CAPEX development (IFC, 2015) 

Regarding Operation and Maintenance costs, the fact that PV systems are complex 

needs to be considered, with a PV power plant is composed by a wide variety of 
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components which need to be kept well managed during the whole life of the power 

plant. The aim is to ensure the highest grades of efficiency, leading to higher profitability. 

According to the Electric Power Research Institute (2015), the most recurring and 

fundamental operation and maintenance costs related to PV power plants are expressed 

in table 10. 
 

Inflation-adj. Total OPEX 

OPEX Source Static Value (Mean) 

General site maintenance Electric Power 
research Institute 

13.055 € 

Wiring/Electrical Inspection Electric Power 
research Institute 

26.110 € 

Panel Washing Electric Power 
research Institute 

8.567 € 

Vegetation Management Electric Power 
research Institute 

9.383 € 

Inverter maintenance Electric Power 
research Institute 

42.838 € 

Inverter replacement* Electric Power 
research Institute 

65.277 € 

Spares Electric Power 
research Institute 

89.756 € 

Insurance cost Electric Power 
research Institute 

10.987 € 

Land lease agreement Il sole 24 ore2 7.200 € 

Total OPEX - 273.174 € 

Table 10. OPEX data – Electric Power Research Institute (2014) – Static values 

Notable to be mentioned is the inverter replacement input. According to the report, 

during a generally accepted power plant life lasting 25 years, in most power plants after 

ten to twelve years, inverters need to be replaced. Historically, power plant owners and 

managers have forecasted that central inverter equipment will need to be replaced 

sometime during year 10-12 of a system’s lifetime. The causes for replacement are 

related to the insufficient insulation of the switching bridge, deterioration of electrical 

contacts and resistor overheating (Enbar et al, 2015). 

 

3.2.5 Financing Conditions and Country Taxation 

Utility-scale power projects, solar PV included are usually developed through Project 

Finance (Gardner et al, 2012). This means that the parent company (sponsor) creates a 

                                                      

2 Italian financial newspaper 
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new company, completely separated from the parent company, with the task of 

developing often a single project. In fact, Project finance is also called non-recourse 

finance, meaning that creditors cannot obtain assets from the sponsor, rather they rely 

solely on the cash flow internally generated by the project. Due to the extremely high 

costs related to energy infrastructure projects, unbearable for the average investor, this 

is the favourite mechanism to finance investments in the energy field. The non-recourse 

finance features allow the management to opt for extremely leveraged operations in 

terms of Debt to Equity ratio. According to Gardner and Wright (2012), typical values for 

the energy industry range from 60:40 to 90:10, depending on a wide range of factors. This 

structure can be considered an obstacle, but, all the actors involved get very important 

benefits.  

The equity sponsor gets benefits related to enhanced returns because of high 

leveraged operations and balance sheet treatment. Being the project off the sponsor’ s 

balance sheet, the chances to raise finance are not related to the sponsor’ s balance sheet 

conditions. This possibility allows lowering the risks of investors in the sponsor’ s business 

activities. Another factor which makes project finance extremely advantageous is the 

chance for the sponsor to expand into new markets, so expanding the portfolio of 

investments and mitigating the domestic risk.  

For the Creditors project finance can also be considered advantageous and according 

to a survey from Moody’s, on more than 2000 defaulted senior loans invested in project 

finance, the ultimate recovery rate is very high, around 75% (Davidson et al, 2010). 

Regarding taxation, Italian regulation imposes a double taxation for corporate profits. 

the first taxation layer is composed by IRES, which affects the corporate earnings equally 

in the whole country, established upon 24%. The second layer is composed by IRAP, which 

is impacting the corporate earnings as well, but it is determined on a regional scale. In 

Sicily, IRAP is established upon 4,82%. The total corporate tax rate is indeed 28,82% 

(KPMG Corporate tax rates table, 2018). 
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3.3 Methods 

3.3.1 Theoretical Framework of the Discounted Cash Flow Model 

Discounted Cash Flow Models are the most used in the investment industry for the 

evaluation of companies and single projects (Brotherson et al, 2015). The first choice 

when this model is chosen as the methodology is whether selecting the project side or 

the equity side. This thesis focuses on the project side methodology. On the Project-based 

level, the analyst wants to estimate the capital invested in the project, regardless of the 

capital structure (Debt/Equity ratio). Indeed, the cash flows generated by the projected 

investment are available to all the investors in the project, both shareholders, and 

debtholders. The cash flows available to all investors are called “unlevered Free Cash 

Flows”. Being the cash flows available to all investors, the discount rate used is the 

Weighted Average Cost of Capital because this discount rate includes all the investors and 

debtholders and their share of the total capital structure (Ross, 1996).  

The Discounted Cash Flow model needs to be implemented as shown in the flow 

diagram below. This framework needs to be used for the whole power plant lifetime.  

 

Sale Revenues 

(- Operation and Maintenance costs) 

Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization (EBITDA) 

(- Depreciation and Amortization) 

Earnings Before Interest and Taxes (EBIT) 

(-Taxes) 

(+ Depreciation and Amortization costs [non-cash Items]) 

(- Capital Expenditures) 

Unlevered Free Cash Flow 

 

This framework gives out the yearly (half-year, quarterly) stream of cash (Unlevered 

Free Cash Flows) generated by the core business of the Project each time period 

considered. At this point, it is possible to discount the UFCFs to the present using the 

Weighted Average Cost of Capital as the discount rate to apply to the DCF equation (Ross 

et al, 1996). 
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𝐷𝐶𝐹 =
𝐶𝐹1

(1 + 𝑟)1
+

𝐶𝐹2

(1 + 𝑟)2
+ ⋯ +

𝐶𝐹𝑛

(1 + 𝑟)𝑛
 

Equation 1. Discounted Cash Flow formula 

CF is the amount of Unlevered Free Cash Flow to Investors. 

r is the Weighted Average Cost of Capital. 

Once the Discounted Cash Flows have been all brought to the present, it is possible to 

compute both Net Present Value and Internal rate of Return (Ross et al, 1996). 

𝑁𝑃𝑉 = ∑
𝐶𝑡

(1 + 𝑟)𝑡

𝑇

𝑡=1

− 𝐶𝑜 

Equation 2. Net Present Value formula 

Co is the Capital Expenditure (CAPEX). 

0 = 𝐶𝐹𝑜 +
𝐶𝐹1

(1 + 𝐼𝑅𝑅)
+

𝐶𝐹2

(1 + 𝐼𝑅𝑅)2
+

𝐶𝐹3

(1 + 𝐼𝑅𝑅)3
+

𝐶𝐹𝑛

(1 + 𝐼𝑅𝑅)𝑛
 

Equation 3. Internal Rate of Return formula 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is the interest rate which makes the Net Present Value 

equal to zero. 

 

3.3.2 Capital Asset Pricing Model and Weighted Average Cost of Capital 

Discounted Cash Flow methodology requires identification of a discount rate 

(Weighted Average Cost of Capital) used to discount future cash flows to find the present 

value. For discount factor calculation, Capital Asset Pricing Model has been selected for 

accounting the cost of Equity. The inputs used for obtaining the cost of capital (both 

Equity and Debt) of the project have been extracted by a sample of fourteen European 

solar PV companies adding then the financing conditions and country taxation. The data 

extracted are summarized in table 11. 
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Company Source Country Betas Interest paid € 
(2017) 

Liabilities 
€ (2017) 

Equity € (2017) Int. rate 

Bosch Reuters Germany 1,44 2.496.000.000 45.791.000.000 36.084.000.000 5,45% 
Conergy AG Reuters Germany 0,96 122.000.000 1.450.000.000 781.419.000 8,41% 
Solarworld Reuters Germany 1,19 33.940.000 565.135.000 121.808.000 6,01% 
Sma Solar 

technology AG 
Reuters Germany 0,45 5.340.000 

 
625.665.000 585.112.000 0,85% 

Phoenix 
Solar AG 

Reuters Germany 1,61 4.555.000 130.584.000 91.955.000 3,49% 

Enel Green 
Power 

Reuters Italy 0,87 7.160.000.000 103.021.000.000 52.575.000.000 6,95% 

Falck 
Renewables 

Reuters Italy 1,02 41.734.000 1.016.675.000 475.859.000 4,10% 

Acciona SA Reuters Spain 1,01 732.653.000 13.310.418.000 4.097.346.000 5,50% 
Iberdrola 

SA 
Reuters Spain 0,70 1.858.892 67.955.373 42.733.186 2,74% 

Elecnor SA Reuters Spain 0,37 100.711.000 2.940.236.000 980.040.000 3,43% 
Engie solar Reuters France 0,83 2.122.000 107.755.000 42.577.000 1,97% 

EDF 
energie 

nouvelle 

Reuters France 1,28 1.778.000 171.878.000 108.874.000 1,03% 

Voltalia SA Reuters France 0,68 32.085.000 542.121.000 424.753.000 5,92% 
PV 

Crystalox Solar 
Reuters UK 1,20 360.000 3.842.000 41.727.000 9,37% 

  
Median 
beta 

0,98 
  

Median Int. 
Rate on debt 

4,78% 

Table 11. Summary retrieved by the financial statements of the companies analysed. Data 
from Annual reports 2017 are shown in the table (31/12/2017) 

The data shown are used for computing a correct cost of capital according to the 

theory of Weighted Average Cost of Capital and Capital Asset Pricing Model (Ross et al, 

1996). 

𝐾𝑒 = 𝑅𝑓 + 𝛽 ∗ (𝑅𝑚 − 𝑅𝑓) + 𝐶𝑟𝑝 

Equation 4. Cost of Equity formula 

Ke is the Cost of Equity. 

Rf is the Risk-free rate, retrieved from the Italian 20 years inflation-indexed Treasury 

bond (5/03/2018). 

Rm is the Market Return, retrieved from MSCI Europe Index. Usual market return used 

is the S&P 500, but being the project European-based, the most inclusive European 

market index has been adopted. 

Crp is the Country Risk Premium according to Pratt (2003). The Inclusion of a premium 

based solely on country stability needs to be considered because of the importance for 

risk averse investors sensible to changes in regulations. This premium (remuneration for 

country risk) is based on Damodaran’ s database for Country Specific systematic risk. 
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     β is the market volatility. It measures the volatility of the investment. It is expressed 

as the ratio between covariance of the security and the market return and the variance 

of the market return. An investment opportunity with β smaller than 1 means that the 

investment results being less volatile than the market as a whole, meanwhile β greater 

than 1 means that the return on the investment is more volatile than the market return. 

Being the evaluation specific of a single project, it is not possible to use historical data 

regarding a single company to estimate the volatility. For this reason, financial theory 

suggests using a basket of companies within the industry, unlever their beta and then to 

relever. This process must be done in order to separate the business risk from the 

financial risk. Assuming beta directly from a basket of other companies means that the 

analyst is assuming and mixing business risk and financial risk.  Unlevering the beta, is 

necessary because an analyst needs to exclude the effect of capital structure on the 

systematic risk exposure. In the end unlevered beta shows solely the business risk. When 

the betas are clean it is possible to relever the beta adding the optimal capital structure. 

Indeed, it allows to start with the business risk, and adding the financial risk based on the 

capital structure selected (Ross et al, 1996). 

𝛽𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 =
𝛽𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑

(1 + (1 − 𝑡) ∗ (
𝐷
𝐸))

 

Equation 5. Beta unlevered formula 

 
 

Beta 
Levered 

Tax rate Debt 
Ratio 

Equity 
Ratio 

Beta 
Unlevered 

Bosch 1,44 29,72% 55,93% 44,07% 0,76 

Conergy AG 0,96 29,72% 64,98% 35,02% 0,42 

Solarworld 1,19 29,72% 82,27% 17,73% 0,28 

Sma Solar technology AG 0,45 29,72% 51,67% 48,33% 0,26 

Phoenix Solar AG 1,61 29,72% 58,68% 41,32% 0,81 

Enel Green Power 0,87 28,82% 66,21% 33,79% 0,36 

Falck Renewables 1,02 28,82% 68,12% 31,88% 0,40 

Acciona SA 1,01 25,00% 76,46% 23,54% 0,29 

Iberdrola SA 0,7 25,00% 61,39% 38,61% 0,32 

Elecnor SA 0,37 25,00% 75,00% 25,00% 0,11 

Engie solar 0,83 33,33% 71,68% 28,32% 0,31 

EDF energie nouvelle 1,28 33,33% 61,22% 38,78% 0,62 

Voltalia SA 0,68 33,33% 56,07% 43,93% 0,37 

PV Crystalox Solar 1,2 20,00% 8,43% 91,57% 1,12 
   

Median unlevered beta 0,37 

Table 12. Beta unlevered estimation - static values 
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𝛽𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝛽𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 ∗ (1 + (1 − 𝑡) ∗ (
𝐷

𝐸
)) 

Equation 6. Beta relevered formula. 

Once Beta relevered has been computed, we can apply the Weighted Average Cost of 

Capital to estimate the hurdle rate (Ross et al, 1996).  

𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 = 𝐾𝑑 ∗ (1 − 𝑡) ∗ (
𝐷

𝐷 + 𝐸
) + 𝐾𝑒 ∗ (

𝐸

𝐷 + 𝐸
) 

Equation 7. WACC formula 

Kd is the cost of Debt. 

Ke is the cost of Equity. 

t is the tax rate. 

(D/E+D) is the share of debt on the total capital structure. 

(E/E+D) is the share of Equity on the total capital structure. 

3.3.3 Monte Carlo approach to Risk Evaluation 

In the case of investments in a risky environment, the Monte Carlo method allows 

obtaining a probability distribution estimation on the selected output. Here the main 

output selected is the Net Present Value and the Internal Rate of Return. The Monte Carlo 

method, based on the assumption that it is meaningless to have a closed solution to solve 

complex problems, allows for a numerical solution for the underlying problem. The 

method in this sense produces a sufficiently high number of possible combinations of 

values that can be assumed by the input variables and calculating their output on the 

basis of the model equations. The underlying model in this case in the Discounted Cash 

Flow model. For each of the combinations, the value of the input variables is extracted, 

according to the specified probability distribution. Repeating this process for N times 

(with N sufficiently large, so as to have statistically significant results), we obtain N 

independent values of the output variables, that is a sample of the possible values 

assumed by the output, which can be statistically analyzed (Kwak, 2007). In this thesis, 

the standard simulation involved 10.000 iterations on the variables identified in chapter 

4, with confidence interval of 90% ranging from p5 to p95. 
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After all the Financial input shown in this section have been computed in the financial 

model, the Monte Carlo simulation can be run in order to estimate risks on the 

profitability of the PV system. To carry out the risk analysis, the Monte Carlo method 

needs to be defined following different steps (Gallagher, 2012).  

The first step is the definition of relevant input for the model to be used. The data 

shown in the previous section are relevant, indeed we can consider them as relevant 

input for the purpose of the risk analysis. The second step requires to find for each of the 

identified relevant inputs, a probability distribution. This involved the determination of a 

range of value that can represent the probability and frequency of a determined input. 

The last step is the Monte Carlo simulation run, using in the specific case of this project 

the software @RISK. 

 

 

Figure 7. Steps to follow on a Monte Carlo framework (Asfim, 2018) 

When the simulation is run, the software provides the generation of numerical random 

extractions which respect the conditions set by the user (mean, variance, shape of the 

distribution). If this process is constantly repeated, the analysis software can determine 

which is the area within the created distribution with the highest frequency, based on a 

population sufficiently high to be considered significant for the analysis. 

In terms of output of the Monte Carlo simulation, the quantitative assessment is based 

on a frequency distribution which is taking intrinsically into account the inputs specified 
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in the model. Indeed, when the frequency distribution is visualized, getting progressively 

closer to the tails, the chances to obtain random numbers decrease.  

The highest concentration of results will be obtained in the central or sided part of the 

distribution, based on the predefined form, and this allows to determine with a high 

grade of approximation the form, mean and variance of the population obtained.  

 

Figure 8. Visual Representation of a Monte Carlo simulation (Asfim, 2018) 
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4 Results (Risk Identification) 

 

First, this chapter comes up with the identification of risks through a risk “checklist”. 

In the last part, those risks are singularly described, and an estimate is given in the form 

of frequency distribution to be applied in the analysis as presented in chapter 5. Some of 

the data shown in this chapter as risk factors have been previously presented in the 

chapter Data and Methods. The difference between the two chapters is that chapter 3 

introduced the data in a static way. This chapter seeks to be more dynamic, indeed 

frequency distribution representing the behaviours of cost and technicalities have been 

allocated to the static data presented in chapter 3. 

 

4.1 Identified Risks 

A solar Power Plant is a great source of risk from many different perspectives. 

Engineers, financial analysts, environmental experts all have different views and scopes 

in the evaluation. On an economic side, the analyst needs to identify the inputs that are 

sources of risk based on the financial model the analyst is using. For this reason, it is 

important to “filter” from the wide range of risks the items that are relevant for the scope. 

Specifically, for the scope of this Thesis, which is assessing the solar PV power plant based 

on Discounted Cash Flow methodology, the need is to find the inputs used in the model 

which can impact the results, expressed as Net Present Value and Internal Rate of Return.  

For this reason, two different frameworks reviewed in the literature have been 

compared and integrated with each other. The result is a new risk matrix which considers 

the risks embedded in a Discounted Cash Flow analysis on solar PV investments. 

Aragones-Beltran et al (2009), developed a framework for Risk Identification 

specifically for solar PV power plants located in Spain. The overview of possible risks is 

given in table 13. 
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Table 13. Risk Matrix Framework (Aragones-Beltran et al, 2009) 

The framework can help us understand the risks connected with solar PV power plant 

applying a wide perspective. For a financial analysis based on profitability, some of the 

categories identified by Aragones-Beltran et al (2009) need to be excluded and modified. 

The category “Social Risk” needs to be excluded being this category much more related 

to other kinds of analysis, and it cannot be integrated into a private investment analysis 

based on profitability. The category “Legal risk” is another to filter off the risks relevant 

to the power station analysed. This occurs because the changes relevant for the power 

plant development can be assimilated into the category “Political Risk”, in which change 

in energy regulations can make the investment at risk.  

The filtered framework can be further improved for the scope of the analysis 

integrating a new risk category based on the work of Apak et al (2011). According to the 
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authors, it is necessary to include in a checklist of risks to take into account, a category 

reflecting lending conditions and the total cost of capital for developing new projects. 

This category is required because the cost of the capital used for developing projects 

clearly influences the outcome in terms of profitability both on an individual base (single 

project) and on a system base (all the PV industry). The new risk matrix (table 14) is a 

composition of the matrix found in the literature of Aragones-Beltran et al (2009) and 

Apak et al (2011). 

Risk categories and sub-categories 

POLITICAL 

(Aragones-Beltran et al, 2009) 

Changes in Energy Policy 

Delays in obtaining Local Body Approval 

Delays in obtaining the Environmental Impact 

Statement 

ECONOMIC ASSOCIATED WITH PLANT 

EXPLOITATION 

(Aragones-Beltran et al, 2009) 

Plant Operation and Maintenance costs 

Performance losses 

ECONOMICS ASSOCIATED WITH 

PLANT SITE 

(Aragones-Beltran et al, 2009) 

Revenues estimation based on the effective 

solar radiation time 

ECONOMIC ASSOCIATED WITH 

TECHNOLOGY 

(Aragones-Beltran et al, 2009) 

Capital Expenditures 

Delays in Capital Expenditures 

MACROECONOMIC 

(Aragones-Beltran et al, 2009) 

Inflation 

Change in energy price 

FINANCIAL 

(Apak et al, 2011) 

Debt to Equity ratio 

Cost of Debt and Cost of Equity 

Beta 

Table 14. Reconciliation of Risk Matrix Framework for DCF methodology 

The new framework better reflects the economic dimension of risk, with all the risk 

categories included in the new matrix impacting the Discounted Cash Flow model. The 

integration of financing conditions is extremely important because this risk category 

allows determining as risk factor the discount rate applied to cash flows generated by the 

project.   
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4.1.1 Political Risk 

 

Political risk involves all the changes which can occur because of changes in the policy 

direction of a country. Those changes need to be considered because often those changes 

in policies can impact the profitability of the photovoltaic station. According to Wing et 

al (2014), it is possible to detect two different levels of political risk. The first one is on 

the micro-level of political risk, the second regards the macro-level of risk. On the micro 

perspective, political risk includes all those risks that need to be considered for the 

specific project. Those risks are usually related to Public judgment regarding the project, 

indeed licenses and authorizations and Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) are the 

most influent items on the micro-level. Delays and rejections regarding public 

authorizations and EIS can bring delays in the first stages of project development, 

impacting in a crucial way the timing of the cash flows generated and eventually the 

overall profitability. 

On the macro-level perspective, Wing et al (2014) identified two different components 

of risk. They are known as “prospective policy risk” and “retrospective policy risk”. 

Prospective policy risk is the risk that future policy could negatively impact a project 

considered, but the risk and uncertainties are related only to the future development of 

the policy involved. The other one, the retrospective policy risk is the most damaging 

political risk, occurring when a project already in place is subject to changes in the 

regulation, impacting this way the financial performances of the project. In this case, the 

assumptions and forecasts in the feasibility study stage of the project are now 

meaningless, meaning that pre-existing conditions are broken down and a new regime 

needs to be introduced. This kind of risk is the most significant political risk in terms of 

financial stability for investors, developers, and financiers.  

A significant case regarding the retroactive policy risk has been experienced by Spain 

in 2013. In 2013, due to the extremely high cost of maintaining a system based on Feed-

in tariff, the Spanish government decided for a retrospective cut on the Feed-in tariff 

amount. The cut was established based on a range of criteria, the size of the plant, the 
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price at which the energy produced was sold, the amount of energy made available and 

the amount of incentives of which owners already benefited (Gatzert et al, 2017). 

The cuts on the incentives had two consequences. The first is the destruction of value 

for the projects, where investors lost a significant amount of financial means due to the 

government’s decision. The second consequence has been the exit of big players from 

the Spanish photovoltaic market right after the government’s decision, so financial 

capitals which were deployed in Spain were channeled to other markets, with an impact 

on the industry and job losses.  

It is not possible to allocate a frequency distribution addressing the political risk issue. 

For this reason, the author decided to use scenario analysis in order to show the influence 

of political risk on the profitability. The scenario analysis compares a stable Feed-in tariff 

environment and a retrospective political risk environment, which in turns cut off the 

incentivization scheme and make the PV power station run on competitive wholesale 

price of electricity. 

 

 

4.1.2 Economic Risk Associated with Plant Exploitation 

 

One relevant feature of photovoltaic stations compared to conventional electricity 

generation is the value (in terms of currency) of the operation and maintenance actions. 

According to IEA (2013), CAPEX is usually around 90 to 98% of the total cost of a 

photovoltaic power station. the importance of operation and maintenance costs in 

photovoltaic applications can appear insignificant. Nevertheless, it is extremely 

important to include operation and maintenance costs in the analysis, because those 

costs are incurred to stabilize and maintain the power plant production. 

The exclusion of those costs can lead to efficiency losses, as well as unpredicted plant 

stops in the worst-case scenario. An immediate stop of the power plant becomes 

problematic for the plant manager, especially in the case those stops happen for instance 

in the second and third quarter (on a yearly basis), when revenues need to be maximized 

to capture all the benefits of higher solar irradiation. For this reason, it is preferable to 
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develop an ordinary and predictive operation and maintenance program, indeed 

organizing those actions when the opportunity cost of stopping the power plant is the 

lowest (IRENA, 2012). 

 Operation and Maintenance costs have been modeled according to the Sandia 

laboratories ‘report “Budgeting for solar PV plant operations & maintenance: practices 

and pricing”.  The report gives a range of values with no detail regarding the distribution 

of costs whether they should be modeled higher or lower than benchmark price setting. 

Due to the uncertainty, Operation and Maintenance costs have been modeled with a 

triangular distribution with most likely values exactly in the middle of the min-max range. 
 

Source Distribution Min Most Likely Max 

General site maintenance Electric Power 
Research 
Institute 

Triangular 1.631 € 13.055 € 24.479 € 

Wiring/Electrical 
Inspection 

Electric Power 
Research 
Institute 

Triangular 11.423 € 26.110 € 40.798 € 

Panel Washing Electric Power 
Research 
Institute 

Triangular 6.527 € 8.567 € 10.607 € 

Vegetation Management Electric Power 
Research 
Institute 

Triangular 4.079 € 9.383 € 14.687 € 

Inverter maintenance Electric Power 
Research 
Institute 

Triangular 24.479 € 42.838 € 61.197 € 

Inverter replacement* Electric Power 
Research 
Institute 

Triangular 48.958 € 65.277 € 81.597 € 

Spares Electric Power 
Research 
Institute 

Triangular 16.319 € 89.756 € 163.194 
€ 

Insurance cost/year Electric Power 
Research 
Institute 

Triangular 9.103 € 10.987 € 11.126 € 

Land lease rental Il sole 24 ore Triangular 6.480 € 7.200 € 7.920 € 

Table 15. OPEX - distribution of costs 

During the power station lifetime, a degradation of performance is structural and 

losses in terms of kWh produced cannot be avoided.  

Those losses affect greatly the output. According to the IEA (2017), the effect of losses 

can lower the production on a range from 5 to almost 20% of the total production. One 

of the most significant variables in this sense is the seasonality effect. The seasonality 

factor implies that different external climate conditions impact the output in terms of 

losses differently. An example is the thermal effect that makes the power plant very 
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efficient during colder seasons and very inefficient during the most light-exposed 

seasons, implying a relevant loss in terms of kWh produced.  

The effect of losses has been considered according to the guidelines developed by the 

International Energy Agency (2017) in the report “Technical Assumptions used in PV 

financial models”.  

Energy output can suffer because of dirty particles depositing on the surface of the 

panels. Typical particles usually include pollution, dust, bird scat, and fungi.  The 

accumulation of particles does not allow the panels to absorb all the light available for 

power generation. Lowered light transmission from the solar array to the solar cell has a 

proportional negative effect on the final output. Soiling losses cannot be easily calculated 

or defined with a high grade of reliability because the rate of loss is highly dependent on 

specific surrounding site environmental conditions (Larrivee, 2013).  

Typical values for soiling range between zero and three percent (IEA, 2017), but higher 

values can be detected, especially in desertic climates. On a yearly base, it is recognized 

that summer suffers more from soiling losses compared to winter because of rain ‘s 

cleaning effect (García et al, 2011).  
 

Source Distribution Min Most Likely Max 
Soiling 1st 

quarter 
IEA (2017) Triangular 0% 1,25% 3% 

Soiling 2nd 
quarter 

IEA (2017) Triangular 0% 2,00% 3% 

Soiling 3rd 
quarter 

IEA (2017) Triangular 0% 2% 3% 

Soiling 4th 
quarter 

IEA (2017) Triangular 0% 1,25% 3% 

Table 16. Quarterly soiling losses distribution 

The temperature effect is of great importance regarding losses. Temperature losses 

are widely discussed in the literature as the actual performance of the panel often 

diverges from the nominal standard behaviour. The nominal power is issued by the 

manufacturers, but it is estimated according to standard test conditions (25°C). As 

pointed out by Dubey et al (2013), especially for silicon-based panels increasing 

temperature decreases to a certain extent the efficiency of the panel. In his review, Dubey 

finds out that in the most cases power (W) and voltage (V) of a solar panel are inversely 

related to temperature, indeed with increasing temperature, performances start falling 
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 In his paper, Chander et al (2015) estimate losses on the PV system composed of 

monocrystalline silicon cells for a wide range of temperatures ranging from 25°C 

(standard test conditions) to 60°C. The outcome of the paper is that temperature has a 

great loss potential with increased temperature on the maximum power potential 

because of the reduced band-gap in the P-N junction. According to the survey carried out 

by the IEA (2017), the losses due to temperature can be modeled as in table 15.  

 
 

Source Distribution Min Max Median 
(p50) 

Temperature effect 
1st quarter 

IEA 
(2017) 

Uniform 0,10% 1% - 

Temperature effect 
2nd quarter 

IEA 
(2017) 

Gumbel P5 = 
5,4% 

P95 = 
14,5% 

8,67% 

Temperature effect 
3rd quarter 

IEA 
(2017) 

Gumbel P5 = 
5,4% 

P95 = 
14,5% 

11,22% 

Temperature effect 
4th quarter 

IEA 
(2017) 

Uniform 0,10% 1% - 

Table 17. Quarterly thermal losses distribution 

The mismatch losses occur for two main reasons. The first is that a solar station simply 

contains a plurality of panels and the panels are not electrically equal to each other, 

indeed there is always a loss percentage occurring due to difference electrical tolerance. 

Furthermore, the mismatch occurs in the case of partial shading of solar cells. In this case, 

the current passing through the module is equal to the current generated by the shaded 

cell taken individually. The outcome is that each module is behaving as if all the cells 

composing the module would receive an amount of solar radiation equal to the one 

received by the shaded solar cell (Kaushika et al, 2007). Table 16 summarizes the 

distribution of mismatch losses. 
 

Source Distribution Min Most 
Likely 

Max 

String mismatch 
loss 1st quarter 

IEA (2017) triangular 0,05% 1,25% 2,00% 

String mismatch 
loss 2nd quarter 

IEA (2017) Triangular 0,05% 1,25% 2,00% 

String mismatch 
loss 3rd quarter 

IEA (2017) Triangular 0,05% 1,25% 2,00% 

String mismatch 
loss 4th quarter 

IEA (2017) Triangular 0,05% 1,25% 2,00% 

Table 18. Quarterly mismatch losses distribution 
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Inverter and Transformer losses are not PV-specific, conversely, these losses deal with 

all the spectrum of electricity generation. IEA (2017) estimates this range of losses can be 

observed on a sample of 84 PV power projects around the world.  
 

Source Distribution Min Most Likely Max 

Inverter 1st quarter IEA (2017) Triangular 2,00% 2,50% 3% 

Inverter 2nd quarter IEA (2017) Triangular 2,00% 2,50% 3% 

Inverter 3rd quarter IEA (2017) Triangular 2,00% 2,50% 3% 

Inverter 4th quarter IEA (2017) Triangular 2,00% 2,50% 3% 

Table 19 Quarterly inverter losses distribution 

 
 

Source Distribution Min Most Likely Max 

Transformer 1st quarter IEA (2017) Triangular 2,50% 3,25% 4% 

Transformer 2nd quarter IEA (2017) Triangular 2,50% 3,25% 4% 

Transformer 3rd quarter IEA (2017) Triangular 2,50% 3,25% 4% 

Transformer 4th quarter IEA (2017) Triangular 2,50% 3,25% 4% 

Table 20. Quarterly transformer losses distribution 

 

4.1.3 Economic Risk Associated with Plant Site 

 

The volatility of revenues can be a great source of risk for a generator competing in 

the privatized market. This is influenced by the merit order conditions for selling 

electricity to the grid, where price is volatile based on the demand for the electricity 

which is fed into the grid and price of the commodities. In the renewable energy industry 

and specifically in the case of photovoltaics in Italy, the volatility of cash flows is more 

related to the estimation of the energy available to exploit, rather than to the estimation 

of prices. 

In order to obtain reliable data regarding the solar resource to exploit, it is necessary 

to deal with the estimation of solar radiation based on sounding data.  

Solar resource averages have been modeled according to the NASA database used to 

get the average solar irradiance for 22° tilted solar panels. To get the distribution of the 

solar resource, it has been necessary to develop a database gathering the Clear Sky Index 

(Cros et al, 2013) for the selected location, including daily observation for a period of 2 
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years (730 observations). The daily data obtained has been aggregated in quarterly data 

to account for the seasonality effect of the solar radiation getting a more reliable dataset 

(182 observations per quarter). On a monthly base, the distribution obtained in the 

reference quarter for the clear sky index has been allocated to the monthly radiation, 

holding the same frequency distribution in terms of Kurtosis and skewness.   

The aggregated Clear Sky Index distribution based on quarterly data is shown in figure 

19, 20, 21, 22. 

 

Figure 9. Clear Sky Index 1st quarter - frequency distribution (Blue) and allocated distribution 
(Red) 
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Figure 10. Clear Sky Index 2nd quarter - frequency distribution (Blue) and allocated 
distribution (Red) 

 

Figure 11. Clear Sky Index 3rd quarter - frequency distribution (Blue) and allocated distribution 
(Red) 
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Figure 12. Clear Sky Index 4th quarter - frequency distribution (Blue) and allocated distribution 
(Red) 

 

Table 21 shows how the same distribution of the Clear Sky Index has been allocated to 

the solar radiation on a monthly base. 

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Distribu

tion 
Tria
ng. 

Tria
ng. 

Tria
ng. 

Tria
ng. 

Tria
ng. 

Tria
ng. 

Tria
ng. 

Tria
ng. 

Tria
ng. 

Tria
ng. 

Tria
ng. 

Tria
ng. 

Min 2,2 2,73 3,39 4,76 5,46 6,47 6,44 5,21 3,91 3,18 2,43 2,07 
Most 
likely 2,68 3,39 4,42 6,05 6,96 7,3 7,27 6,68 5,47 3,66 2,71 

2,22
7 

Max 3,9 5,1 6,15 6,31 7,26 7,46 8,1 8,07 6,97 6,24 4,22 3,33 

Table 21. Monthly solar radiation distribution (kWh/m2) 

 

4.1.4 Economic Risk Associated with Technology 

 

A photovoltaic station is unique because of the structural features of this kind of power 

generation based on significant up-front costs and very low operation and maintenance 

costs. According to Standard and Poor’ s (Prabhu et al, 2014), solar PV is defined as a 

“simple” technology to be developed compared to conventional thermal electricity 
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generation technologies such as coal and gas-fired stations.  This implies a shift in terms 

of cost structure from conventional thermal electricity generation, where capital 

expenditures and operation and maintenance costs develop in a smoother way compared 

to photovoltaic technology. This means that the influence of capital expenditures can be 

significant and need to be considered as a source of risk.  

Capex is associated with the preliminary phase and the construction phase of a project, 

and the correct and on-time execution of building the power station is crucial, for two 

main reasons. The first is related to the impact of Capital Expenditures on the total cost. 

Being the leading cost, the analyst needs to evaluate changes in prices of CAPEX 

components to identify the impact on the profitability. 

Capex data for risk analysis have been extracted by the Fraunhofer Institute report 

“Current and Future Costs of Photovoltaic”. According to the report, it is possible to 

detect, and consequently divide the CAPEX components into two distinguished 

categories. The first one is related to modules and inverters, the second one is related to 

the balance of the system components. This division occurs because of different industry 

composition and features of those two categories which varies greatly. On one hand, 

modules and inverters are developed and distributed by large corporations that take 

advantage of economies of scale for their production, driving the distribution of prices 

downward compared to the static benchmark price.  

This trend is confirmed by the very steep learning curve observed by Bloomberg New 

Energy Finance, which estimates a cost reduction for solar panels around 80% from 2008 

(BNEF, 2015). On the other hand, it is possible to detect how companies within the 

Balance of the System industry are more scattered and specifically localized. This feature 

has two outcomes.  

First, those companies cannot rely on economies of scale such as module and inverter 

producers, driving the distribution of prices upward compared to benchmark prices. 

Secondly, the “localized” feature of the industry ensures a higher grade of flexibility and 

driving the quality of the services provided upward. The slower trend in cost reduction 

regarding Balance of the System components is confirmed in a report by Elshufara et al 

(2015). In this report, the authors estimate a lower “Learning Parameter” regarding 

Italian Industry compared to Germany, France, UK, Belgium and The Netherlands. 
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According to the report, one of the reasons to explain this slower process toward cost 

reduction is attributable to the size of the BOS industry in the country. 

IRENA points out the same issue in terms of cost reduction in the report “The Power 

to Change: Solar and Wind Cost Reduction Potential to 2025”. The report makes a point 

on how the PV industry has focused its effort only on modules and inverters, driving down 

the costs of those components, leaving the BOS components in a secondary level in terms 

of investments, even if the average cost of BOS components is in the range 30% to 50% 

of the total installation. This has resulted in a less competitive environment in terms of 

costs for this segment. Table 22 summarizes the cost distribution for the components of 

CAPEX. 

(cost/kWp) Source Distribution Min (p5) Median 
(p50) 

Max (p95) 

Modules Fraunhofer 
Institute 

Gumbel 514,25 € 538,00 € 580,25 € 

Inverters Fraunhofer 
Institute 

Gumbel 102,85 € 106,41 € 116,05 € 

Mounting structure Fraunhofer 
Institute 

Gumbel 70,12 € 75,88 € 79,12 € 

Installation cost Fraunhofer 
Institute 

Gumbel 46,75 € 51,60 € 52,75 € 

Cabling Fraunhofer 
Institute 

Gumbel 46,75 € 51,60 € 52,75 € 

Grid connection Fraunhofer 
Institute 

Gumbel 56,18 € 60,76 € 63,33 € 

Switch gear Fraunhofer 
Institute 

Gumbel 4,67 € 5,10 € 5,67 € 

transformer Fraunhofer 
Institute 

Gumbel 18,70 € 20,45 € 21,10 € 

infrastructure Fraunhofer 
Institute 

Gumbel 37,40 € 40,48 € 42,20 € 

Licences Fraunhofer 
Institute 

Gumbel 4,67 € 5,10 € 5,27 € 

Feasibility study and EIA Fraunhofer 
Institute 

Gumbel 13,10 € 14,17 € 14,77 € 

Detailed design Fraunhofer 
Institute 

Gumbel 19,63 € 21,24 € 22,15 € 

Table 22. CAPEX cost distribution (the Fraunhofer Institute, 2013) 

The second reason why CAPEX is crucial is related to the case of delays. Delays imply 

an impact on the revenues generated. Indeed, delays postpone the payback period and 

the timing of cash flows (Mckinsey, 2015). Delays in construction also impact the 

financing conditions, especially in the case of project finance, where equity investors tend 

to use a higher grade of leverage to increase their profits.  
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To consider delays related to the development of the project, 4 different scenarios 

have been created, which in turn are impacting the KPIs selected for the analysis. The 

scenarios address four different cases: 

• Baseline case  

• Delays in Licences  

• Delays in Construction 

• Delays in Preliminary works and Construction 

 

 

Table 23. Baseline Scenario – Total construction phase equals 2 years 

 

Table 24. Delay in Licences – Total construction phase equals 3 years 

Years

31/03/2018 30/06/2018 30/09/2018 31/12/2018 31/03/2019 30/06/2019 30/09/2019 31/12/2019

Licences

Feas. Study and EIA

Detailed Design

Infrastructure

Mounting structure

Modules

Inverters

Tranformers

Switch gear

Cabling

Installation costs

Grid connection

Capitalized Interests

0 1

Years

31/03/2018 30/06/2018 30/09/2018 31/12/2018 31/03/2019 30/06/2019 30/09/2019 31/12/2019 31/03/2020 30/06/2020 30/09/2020 31/12/2020

Licences

Feas. Study and EIA

Detailed Design

Infrastructure

Mounting structure

Modules

Inverters

Tranformers

Switch gear

Cabling

Installation costs

Grid connection

Capitalized Interests

20 1
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Table 25. Delay in Construction – Total construction phase equals 4 years and 1 quarter 

 

Table 26. Delay in Preliminary Works and Construction – Total construction phase equals 4 
years and 3 quarters 

 

4.1.5 Macroeconomic Risk 

 

In economic terms, inflation is known to raise costs of production as well as revenues. 

Due to inflation rates, it is possible to observe certain projects not to be developed 

because of unfeasible conditions related to the price increase. 

Especially for projects located in developing countries, inflation can assume a critical 

role since countries with no stable economic outlook can reach a very high level of 

inflation. For that reason, investors require a significant rate of return to compensate for 

those risks, making those investments very expensive. In the European Union, where 

inflation is controlled by the European Central Bank, Inflation rates have been stable and 

Years 4

31/03/2018 30/06/2018 30/09/2018 31/12/2018 31/03/2019 30/06/2019 30/09/2019 31/12/2019 31/03/2020 30/06/2020 30/09/2020 31/12/2020 31/03/2021 30/06/2021 30/09/2021 31/12/2021 31/03/2022

Licences

Feas. Study and EIA

Detailed Design

Infrastructure

Mounting structure

Modules

Inverters

Tranformers

Switch gear

Cabling

Installation costs

Grid connection

Capitalized Interests

2 30 1

Years

31/03/2018 30/06/2018 30/09/2018 31/12/2018 31/03/2019 30/06/2019 30/09/2019 31/12/2019 31/03/2020 30/06/2020 30/09/2020 31/12/2020 31/03/2021 30/06/2021 30/09/2021 31/12/2021 31/03/2022 30/06/2022 30/09/2022

Licences

Feas. Study and EIA

Detailed Design

Infrastructure

Mounting structure

Modules

Inverters

Tranformers

Switch gear

Cabling

Installation costs

Grid connection

Capitalized Interests

42 30 1
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one of the goals of the Monetary Union is to keep inflation around 2% per year (Sariaslan, 

2000). This is confirmed by the data obtained by the Italian Statistical Bureau (ISTAT) on 

monthly observations since 2001 (year of introduction of the common currency). On a 

quarterly base, no observation has been found to be higher than 2%. Conversely, some 

of the observation has resulted to be on a zero or lower level of Inflation, indicating the 

weak and deteriorated situation of the Italian economy in the last 10 years. 

The financial analyst needs to include inflation when carrying out a risk analysis, 

adjusting from real cash flows to nominal, factoring inflation as well in the discount factor. 

In the case of misbalance between nominal and real terms, the analysis fails in factoring 

inflation (Karnavat et al, 2010).  

 

Figure 13. Inflation distribution according to the Italian Statistical Bureau (ISTAT) 

The inflation rate used in the DCF model has been retrieved through analysis of 

monthly historical inflation rate observed in Italy since 2001 to 2017 (204 observations). 

This time-lapse reflects the introduction of the common currency in the European Union, 

and even if a higher amount of data could have been collected, the writer has decided to 

use specifically this period to reflect the change in monetary policy, from national (before 

the Euro was introduced) to European. The data collected are expressed on a monthly 

base, they have been transformed into quarter data to be consistent with the DCF model, 

which has been build according to quarterly cash flows. Distribution of results is shown 

in figure 13. 
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Regarding the price of electricity, the Italian regulation is leaving room for volatility in 

terms of price formation. In fact, the price based on the Feed-in is fixated for 20 years, 

but the power plant under observation is assumed to generate electricity for 25 years. 

This implies that for the last 5 years of useful life, the price is linked with market price and 

a component of risk in terms of volatility of revenues must be considered. The uncertainty 

about the future price of electricity needs to be taken as a source of risk, especially 

considering that average wholesale price of electricity in the Italian market is around 20% 

to 40% lower than the Feed-in tariff ensured by the regulators for the photovoltaic 

installations (GME, 2017). The price behaviour has been extracted by the monthly 

historical wholesale price of electricity from 2011 to 2017 in the Italian market (84 

observations). Those data have been gathered to find a distribution based on the 

observations (figure 14). 

 

Figure 14. Distribution of wholesale price (€/MWh) according to GSE website (National 

Transmission Operator) 

 

4.1.6 Financial Risk 

 

Financial risk is related to the components of the Weighted Average Cost of Capital. 

Khatib (2012) points out that especially for energy capital-intensive projects, the 

governing decision whether to invest or not is directly attributable to the financial risk in 

terms of WACC. 
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When using DCF as methodology, the WACC becomes the discount factor for the 

future cash flows. Debt to Equity ratio and the tax shield have been discussed by 

Modigliani & Miller work (1958) on capital structure. According to the authors, the 

combined introduction of tax shield and bankruptcy costs in their model can minimize 

the WACC if the benefits of the tax shield will offset the expected bankruptcy costs. When 

the bankruptcy costs take over the tax shield, the WACC starts increasing for increased 

risk perception of investors regarding the imbalance in the capital structure (too much 

risky debt).  

The components of the WACC are crucial according to Donovan (2016). In his analysis, 

he estimates the effect of discount rates using the Capital Asset Pricing Model on 

different power generation technologies regarding the Levelized Cost of Electricity. He 

finds out that betas and market risk premium are the economic factors impacting more 

on the final LCOE. 

For the purpose of risk distribution, a sample of fourteen solar PV companies based in 

Europe has been selected. The values and distribution obtained come from their financial 

statement included in their annual report (31/12/2017).  

The two components of the WACC are divided between debt components and equity 

components. Regarding the debt components, the only active variables can be 

considered the tax shield and the interest rate on debts, because they are the only inputs 

in the WACC equation on the debt side. 

 

Figure 15. Distribution of Interest rate on debt for the companies analysed 
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As the graph above describes (figure 15), there is a tendency towards very low interest 

rates for the major part of those companies, and the distribution of results confirms that. 

This is attributable to the steady very low interest rate environment as the outcome of 

the European Central Bank strategy during the last decade, after multiple banking and 

sovereign crisis spread around Southern Europe. Furthermore, the low interest rate 

environment has created incentives to keep the economy running, lowering the tendency 

of savers to save and incentivizing immediate consumption to keep the European 

economy running, avoiding liquidity crisis in a deteriorated situation. 

 

Figure 16. Tax Rate in Italy. 24% fixed, 5% on top variable 

The tax rate has been modelled as a uniform distribution because of the feature of the 

tax composition in the Italian regulation. There is a first fixed rate holding for corporate 

income which is fixated at 24%. On top of that, we need to include IRAP, a regional tax 

that can account for 0 to 5 % and changes on a yearly base. This tax rate depends on a 

variety of factors about the regional public economic condition. Those conditions are 

subject to change, especially being Sicily a “Regione a Statuto Speciale”, having a lot of 

freedom in terms of public and fiscal policy, for this reason, it is not possible to have a 

better fit for the distribution of this risk.    

Regarding the cost of equity, it is particularly important to factor in all risks associated 

with the components that are going to impact the Capital Asset Pricing Model, especially 

Beta and the Returns on the Market. Beta has a multiplier function, reflecting the 
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volatility of the asset compared to the market. A crucial step when assessing the riskiness 

of a project is to unlever the beta to isolate the business risk is, avoiding to account for 

the impact of leverage on the capital structure. Figure 17 shows unlevered beta 

distribution based on the data obtained. 

 

Figure 17. Beta distribution of sampled companies 

 

Interestingly, we can detect on the sample the low volatility of the sole business 

compared with the market, being 90% of results included in the range 0,14 and 0,88 and 

most of the results concentrated on the left side of the distribution. This beta distribution 

is confirmed to some extent by Damodaran’s database. According to its database last 

updated in January 2018, the category “Renewable Energy” is around 0,69 (no specific 

solar beta).  Comparing the median Unlevered Beta used in this work, it is possible to 

detect how the business risk of solar PV industry (beta equal to 0,37) is lower than other 

power sectors. For instance, the Unlevered beta for the Coal industry is around 0,93, 

while integrated Oil & Gas ranges between 0,95 and 1,23.  

The beta determined in this thesis is well aligned with the Damodaran’ s beta 

estimated for the general “power sector” (equal to 0,32). In the end, it is interesting to 

see how solar PV is less volatile than the market. This result may be explained by the 

business environment created ad hoc by national policies across Europe. In fact, as the 

analysis will show later, imposing a Feed-in tariff system and establishing incentives 

mechanisms with very low flexibility tolerance making this market a reliable one. 
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Conversely, Oil & Gas for instance, are influenced by the commodification of the energy 

extracted, resulting in a continuous variability of price for the underlying commodities. 

This generates higher variability of revenues, meaning a higher volatility of results. 

Furthermore, geopolitical factors play a role in the behaviour of prices, further influencing 

the volatility of the Industry. 

 

Figure 18. Distribution of MSCI Index returns 

Market return selected has been the MSCI Europe index. This index can be considered 

representative of the entire European market and includes a basket of 466 European-

based companies with the largest capitalization. The index is intended to be 

representative of the equity market. The market return follows a normal distribution 

curve on an annualized base (data since 1987). Other market returns can be used, but 

being the project located in Europe, it is more consistent to adopt the MSCI Europe rather 

than the S&P500, a representative European-based index.  

Finally, WACC is representative of the capital structure used for the project to be 

developed where the debt ratio needs to be shaped. The data used for shaping the debt-

equity ratio have been taken by Gardner (2012). According to Gardner (2012), the typical 

debt ratio for renewable energy industry develop according to the following distribution. 
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Figure 19. Debt Ratio according to Gardner (2012) 

Debt to Equity ratio in project finance tends to be the higher compared to any other 

industry. This occurs because being the project developed by a formally separated entity, 

the sponsor has reason to leverage the most possible the balance sheet of the project 

company. Indeed, the sponsor is taking more and more debt (the increase of leverage) to 

finance a new project, but at the same time, this debt is not captured in the sponsor’ s 

Balance Sheet. This allows keeping Sponsor’s investors safe from potential turmoil 

generated by the single project (Sorge, 2011).  

 

 

4.2 Summary of Risk Identification 

 

The previous section has identified and modeled the distributions for the risks which 

have been analysed in chapter 5. The identified risks have been extracted by correcting 

the Aragones-Beltran et al’ s work (2009) to reflect the economic dimension of risk 

identification. In a second stage, this framework has been integrated with Apal et al’ s 

work (2011) due to the importance of financing conditions from the economic point of 

view. The new risk matrix developed includes all the risk factors which can be modeled in 

a Discounted Cash Flow analysis.  

The first risk category identified is the political risk. It represents an economic risk 

factor because it lowers the overall profitability of the power station caused by lower 

revenues because of lowered or removed Feed-in tariff system. Furthermore, not only 
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the profitability is lowered but the volatility is increased due to exposition to wholesale 

market price of electricity.  

Economic Risk Associated with Plant Exploitation refers to the estimation of OPEX and 

losses within the PV system. Those categories fit very well in the DCF model because OPEX 

is a fundamental component of the business activity and influences the operating 

margins. On the other hand, losses influence the total energy output of the power plant, 

indeed influencing the revenues forecasts. 

Economic Risk Associated with Plant Site indicates the dependency of the power 

station profitability on the available solar radiation which cannot be punctually 

estimated. The deviation of results has a direct effect on the revenues generated. 

Economic Risk Associated with Technology is related to CAPEX. Being CAPEX a 

significant portion of the total cost of a PV power station according to the literature, 

deviation of costs can influence positively or negatively the overall profitability. 

Furthermore, being the project construction phase dependent on exogenous factors, it is 

important to factor delays in order to reflect the different timing of the cash flows 

depending on the magnitude of the delay. 

Macroeconomic Risk refers to the risk of inflation, Indeed the correct factoring of 

inflation in the cost of capital to discount properly the cash flows and avoid 

overestimation of inflation in the cash flow analysis. Furthermore, this risk category 

includes the market price of electricity risk, being the market price of electricity included 

in the cash flow analysis during the last phase of the power plant life. 

Financial Risk deals with financing conditions for the project development. This is a 

source of risk since riskiness of the business activity, interest rates, and market return are 

volatile. This translates to a higher or lower cost of capital, indeed either increasing or 

decreasing the NPV of the planned investment. 
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5 Results (Impact on Profitability) 

This chapter seeks to analyse how risks affect the power plant profitability based on 

the risk modeled as in the previous chapter. To analyse the profitability, the chapter 

includes estimates related to the energy output, the cost of capital, the operating income 

and finally the impact on the whole project based on KPIs such as Net Present Value, 

Internal Rate of Return in multiple scenarios, in order to assess whether the project can 

be considered a worthwhile investment or not. 

 

5.1 Energy Estimation Results 

 

On a quarterly basis, the results indicate how the quarters differ from each other, 

especially comparing the tales (1st and 4th quarter) and the central quarters (2nd and 3rd 

quarter).  

When comparing the first and fourth quarter, it is possible to detect how both quarters 

are unimodal and approximately symmetric. This is confirmed by the skewness of the 

distribution, which is equal to 0,2266 in the first quarter and 0,3468 in the fourth quarter 

(figure 20 and 22). The two distributions are not exactly symmetric and tend to slightly 

positively skewed on the right. This is inferred by the very concentrated results in terms 

of Mode, Median and Mean. Another common thing between 1st and 4th quarter is the 

range of results keeping a confidence interval at 90% (p5-p95), where the 1st quarter is 

around 4.793.785 kWh produced and the 4th quarter around 4.762.347 kWh produced. 

The two distributions share a leptokurtic feature as well, showing again how the 

population of results is highly concentrated around the mean (kurtosis 1st quarter = 

2,8649; kurtosis 2nd quarter = 2,7559). Within the two quarters, the most impacting 

months identified through correlation coefficient have been March and October (shown 

below), with a very high correlation coefficient for the latter. 
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Figure 20. Distribution of solar radiation - 1st quarter 

 

 

Figure 21. Correlation coefficient of solar radiation - 1st quarter 
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Figure 22. Distribution of solar radiation - 4th quarter 

 

 

Figure 23. Correlation coefficient of solar radiation - 4th quarter 

When comparing the central quarters (2nd and 3rd), we can detect how the distribution 

of results does not differ greatly on the likely amount of solar energy received that is not 

significantly different, but the distribution of results differs. In fact, looking to the data, 

we can see how based on a confidence interval of 90% for both distributions (p5-p95) the 
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range of the population, Mode, Median and Mean does not change significantly. 

Regarding the distribution of results, we can observe how the 2nd quarter is moderately 

negatively skewed (skewness = -0,3184), with highly concentrated results expressed by 

the kurtosis (= 2,7625). This is confirmed by the closeness from mean to mode, around 

213 MWh. On the other hand, the distribution of the solar resource in the 3rd quarter is 

almost perfectly symmetric (skewness = 0,0125), and the results are aligned with the 

second quarter, being the distribution very much concentrated around the mean 

(kurtosis = 2,6779). There is a significant difference related to the range p5-p95 of the 

results, with a wider range in the 3rd quarter (5.384.672 kWh) compared to the 2nd quarter 

(3.223.829 kWh). Surprisingly, the most important months within the quarters are the 

month with the least solar radiation hitting the surface for both quarters in terms of the 

correlation between monthly radiation and total quarterly radiation.  

To standardize the volatility of the different quarters, it is possible to detect the 

coefficient of variation to understand which of the quarters are the most affected by the 

volatility of the solar resource and indeed to rank the quarters based on the reliability of 

the resource.  

𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝜎2

𝜇
 

According to the coefficient of variation, we can infer based on the ratio of standard 

deviation to the mean that the volatility of the solar resource is extremely low in all the 

quarters (table 27).  
 

St dev Mean Coeff. Of 

Variation 

1st quarter 1.453.868,05 19.519.160,63 7% 

2nd quarter 989.294,34 33.720.977,37 3% 

3rd quarter 1.623.310,63 34.195.783,75 5% 

4th quarter 1.473.855,44 17.698.637,28 8% 

Table 27. Statistical comparison of quarterly solar radiation 
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Figure 25. Correlation coefficient of solar radiation - 2nd quarter 

 

Figure 24. Distribution of solar radiation - 2nd quarter 
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Figure 26. Distribution of solar radiation - 3rd quarter 

 

Figure 27. Correlation coefficient of solar radiation - 3rd quarter 

It is useful to examine how losses in the PV system develop over time. Here as well is 

important to recognise the seasonal effect. Indeed, in the first and last quarter we can 

see how the efficiency of the system is high and losses are restrained, on the other hand, 

the central quarters suffer due to very high losses coming with different and harder 

external environmental conditions. The difference in losses is due specifically to soiling 

and thermal losses. Soiling becomes relatively complicated to handle during drier periods 

because dust and other particles tend to be more concentrated into the air and the 

likelihood to deposit on the surface of the panels rises, consequently the underlying 
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losses rise. On the other hand, being mono-crystalline silicon cells, they tend to lose 

efficiency when the temperature rises. 

In the case of Sicily, those losses are strictly related with the conditions present in the 

region. The losses, in this case, are greatly influenced by the typical wind blowing in the 

region, the Sirocco. Sirocco is a seasonal wind blowing from the sub-Saharan region to 

Europe, fully striking Sicily through the path from spring to autumn. This type of wind is 

impacting the solar PV station because of the double feature of this type of air stream. 

First, it is a hot stream of air, coming from the sub-Saharan region increases average 

temperatures, influencing the thermal losses, which greatly increase during the central 

quarters. Second, this stream of air contains a great quantity of sand coming from the 

Sahara Desert, impacting and increasing the soiling losses during the same quarters (Mani 

et al, 2010). 

 

Figure 28. Sirocco path striking Sicily during summer months (meteoetna.com) 

This double effect is expressed in the graph below, where it is detectable the greater 

efficiency of the power station during winter (figure 29). Conversely, during the central 

period, the effect of more arid climate, raising temperature and wind blowing (with a high 

concentration of sand) increases greatly the potential losses, decreasing the efficiency, 

indeed increasing losses and conversion of energy is in turn affected. 
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Figure 29. Quarterly losses in the PV system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2 Financing Conditions Results 

The discount rate used for the analysis is the outcome of the analysis of a sample of 

fourteen companies across Europe engaged with photovoltaic system development on 

large-scale projects. The discount rate used in the Discounted Cash Flow model is the 

Weighted Average Cost of Capital, using the Capital Asset Pricing Model for the 

estimation of the cost of Equity. As shown below, the cost of capital develops according 

to a gamma distribution positively skewed. Regarding the different risk factors analysed 

for the cost of capital, it is important to point out that Beta and the Interest rate on debt 

are the two risk factors most impacting on the cost of capital (figure 31), by far 

outweighing the other inputs. This is confirmed by the correlation coefficient, which has 

a strong positive correlation with WACC development.  
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Figure 30. Distribution of WACC 

 

Figure 31. Correlation coefficient - WACC 

From the graph below (figure 32), it is also possible to infer how the interest rate on 

debt has been modeled. According to the regression we can see that cost of borrowing is 

very cheap based on the observations, as the values are very concentrated on the left-

bottom side and much more dispersed on the top right side of the regression, visually 

indicating how mean is influenced in this specific case by the most distant values within 

the population. 
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Figure 32. Regression analysis - Interest rate on debt vs WACC 

Regarding unlevered betas (figure 33), the population follows the same path and 

develops in a similar fashion compared to the interest rates on debt from left down 

corner to the right top side of the population, where population shows a higher degree 

of dispersion.  

 

Figure 33. Regression analysis - Beta unlevered vs WACC 

According to the analysis, Market Return does not impact greatly the WACC (figure 

34). This is notable from the regression below, where we can see how the data are more 
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equally distributed throughout all the quarters. This indicates a lower impact compared 

with the previous trend line examined.  

 

Figure 34 Regression analysis - Market return vs WACC 

 

5.3 Capital Expenditure Results 

 

According to the data obtained from the Fraunhofer Institute, the total cost of setting 

up the power plant is graphically expressed by the graph below. We can see how the 

distribution is highly negatively skewed (skewness = -1,1395) with extreme values on the 

left side of the distribution. In fact, minimum value to p5 is equal to 111 euro, indicating 

a source of risk related to the left fat tail. This risk embedded in the left side of the 

distribution means that the negative results are dispersed, but they exceed 3 standard 

deviations. Kurtosis is very high (kurtosis = 4,92), indicating the high concentration around 

the mean of the central values.  
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Figure 35. Distribution of CAPEX 

Regarding the composition of the CAPEX, it is possible to detect the weight of the 

modules in terms of costs, which make up more than 50% of the total cost of building the 

power station, indeed with an extremely high correlation coefficient, compared to the 

other items included in the CAPEX components (figure 36). It is possible to set a relation 

between Modules and CAPEX looking to the distribution of the observations as in the 

regression analysis relating Cost of Modules and CAPEX. We can observe how extreme 

values of modules are reflected in the Total CAPEX extreme values. While the data are 

much more concentrated in the right upper bound, on the bottom left side we can see a 

significant dispersion of results (figure 37). This means that even with a very low 

probability, few and dispersed results in the bottom left corner can significantly impact 

the profitability in a negative way. 
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Figure 36. Correlation coefficient - CAPEX 

 

Figure 37. Regression analysis. Cost of modules vs CAPEX 
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5.4 Operating Margin (EBITDA) Results 

We can distinguish between 2 different phases regarding the revenues related to the 

power station. The first phase is related to the Feed-In tariff system, which allows the get 

a fixed tariff over time for every kWh sold and fed into the grid. Against, we find the 

electricity market price phase, which is in place in the last phase of the power station life 

(last 5 years). The Feed-In Tariff system has been created with the aim of incentivizing the 

use of renewables together with the Feed-In Premium and the Green Certificates system. 

This scheme has been introduced in a variety of countries such as Spain, Germany, Italy, 

and Portugal with very different results. The strength of this scheme consists in ensuring 

a fixed tariff to the developers of the power station regardless of the price formation in 

the electricity market and the time the electricity is fed into the grid. This Feed-In tariff 

scheme ensures a fast increase in the level of renewables installed capacity. At the same 

time, the system is very dependent on the level of the tariff (€/kWh). On the perspective 

of a social planner, the Feed-In Tariff system is one of the most expensive ways of 

incentivizing the increase of renewable electricity generation capacity compared to other 

tools such as a carbon tax or an emission market.  

Indeed, this section wants to show the differences between these two phases. This 

section is important to understand to what extent the FIT is crucial compared to a 

situation in which the power plant runs unassisted (linking the situation with political risk) 

 

5.4.1 Feed-In Tariff Phase 

As it is for the energy received by the power plant, seasonality is the greatest variable 

to consider for the operating profit as well. In fact, the situation looks very similar, with 

external quarters not really competing with the middle quarters in terms of operating 

profits. Looking at the central quarters, we can see how the 2nd quarter is much more 

reliable in terms of volatility, being the p5-p95 range much smaller compared with the 3rd 

quarter, which in turns tends to be more subject to volatility. Another important thing to 

point out is that in no case we detect the power station to be unprofitable. Indeed, there 

is no situation in which the power station is losing money or breaks even. So, we can say 

that the feed-in tariff system is strongly sustaining the power plant profitability. Most 
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recurring items impacting more on the operating margin are solar radiation, losses and 

spares parts to be substituted in the power station. 

 

Figure 38. Seasonality of Operating Margin 

For all quarters, we see very low-dispersed distributions with very low coefficients of 

variation. Regarding the shape of the distributions, on one hand, we have the external 

quarters which have distributions that are approximately symmetric, on the other hand, 

we have the mid-quarters, where the distributions differ from each other. In the second 

quarter, it is possible to detect a negatively skewed distribution with a significant left fat 

tail (minimum to p5 equal to 96.597 €, p95 to the maximum equal to 34.352 €). 3rd quarter 

differs essentially because of a different shape of the distribution, which is the opposite 

compared to the second quarter. Indeed, in this case, the distribution tends to be 

moderately positively skewed, with fat tail on the right side of the distribution. It is 

important to notice the structural difference regarding the items which influence more 

the risk of operational profitability. On one side, we have the external quarters, where 

the losses are minimized because of the marginal effect of thermal and soiling losses, so 

the risks the most relevant are related to the solar radiation and the spare parts to be 

replaced. On the other side, during the central quarters when losses tend to be 

maximized, the most relevant risks are related to the solar radiation amount and the 

losses of within the power station system. 
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Figure 39. Distribution of EBITDA - 1st quarter (FIT) 

 

 

 

Figure 40. Spider graph EBITDA - 1st quarter (FIT) 
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Figure 41. Distribution of EBITDA - 2nd quarter (FIT) 

 

 

Figure 42. Spider graph EBITDA - 2nd quarter (FIT) 
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Figure 43. Distribution of EBITDA - 3rd quarter (FIT) 

 

Figure 44. Spider graph EBITDA - 3rd quarter (FIT) 
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Figure 45. Distribution of EBITDA - 4th quarter (FIT) 

 

 

Figure 46. Spider graph EBITDA - 4th quarter (FIT) 
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We can say that the power station shows to be very profitable in a FIT setting, as the 

quarterly operating profits are very high, even when solar radiation is very low, especially 

because of the impact of losses, which is minimized during the winter time. Regarding the 

central quarters, even if losses are increased, the revenues are supported by a significant 

amount of solar radiation. This means that there is no risk related to losses according to 

this setting.  

 

5.4.2  Electricity Market Price Phase 

According to this setting, operating income is significantly lowered compared to a FIT 

phase. Mean data for the FIT scenario ranged from around 250.000 € per quarter to 

550.000 € per quarter. In the market price phase, mean data range from 80.000 € per 

quarter (first and last quarter) to 240.000 € per quarter (central quarters). Another thing 

to detect is how fixing a tariff has a positive impact on the dispersion of results. According 

to the Market Price phase, we can detect how both p25-p75 (IQR) and p5-p95 are larger 

than for the FIT scenario. P5 in both 1st and 4th quarter is lower than 50.000 €, indicating 

the higher variability of results compared with the previous scenario with a fixed price 

per kWh. 

 

Figure 47. Quarterly EBITDA 

The 1st quarter is characterized by an approximately symmetric distribution of results 

(skewness = 0,2679), with a higher range of results compared with the FIT scenario. The 
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range p5-p95 was around 97.000 €, wherein this scenario the same range is around 

135.000 €, kurtosis is lower (2,64) indicating a higher grade of variability within the 

distribution. This is confirmed by the coefficient of variation which is equal to 47% 

compared with the FIT scenario where it was equal to 10,28%. Furthermore, it is possible 

to detect a subset of results which are negative even with around 42 €/MWh. The 

negative EBITDA results account for circa 0.8% of the total population (figure 48). So even 

if the risk exists for the power station to be under the zero threshold, the risk is very 

limited. Without any assisting system, it is now possible to detect how market price is the 

item that most correlate with the overall results, being in all quarters the only extremely 

positively correlated with the EBITDA. 

 

 

Figure 48. Distribution of EBITDA - 1st quarter 
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Figure 49. Correlation coefficient EBITDA - 1st quarter 

 

Figure 50. Regression analysis - Electricity Market Price vs EBITDA 1st quarter - Red Rectangle 
representing negative results. 

The shape of the distribution in the 2nd quarter is approximately symmetric, but slightly 

positively skewed, with a significant p5-p95 range, around 195.000 €, more than doubling 

the FIT scenario for the same quarter. The population tends to be more dispersed than in 

the FIT scenario, in fact, the coefficient of variation is higher and is equal to 25%. 

Regarding the contribution of inputs influencing the outcome, it is possible to detect how 
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excluding the market price of electricity, the inputs effects remain the same comparing 

the two different scenarios. 

 

Figure 51. Distribution of EBITDA - 2nd quarter 

3rd quarter looks very similar to the second one in terms of mean and shape of the 

distribution, slightly positively skewed on the right side. The p5-p95 range is very similar 

too, with similar kurtosis and coefficient of variation. Indeed, we can say that there is a 

strong similarity between the central quarters, especially compared with the two central 

quarters in the FIT scenario, where the shape of the distribution and composition of the 

population differed compared to the market price scenario. 
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Figure 52. Distribution of EBITDA - 3rd quarter 

4th quarter distribution shares the main features of the previous distribution 

throughout the year. Indeed, the population is much more dispersed, expressed by lower 

kurtosis and higher coefficient of variation. This quarter shows a similar situation 

compared with the 1st quarter, in which a small part of the results tends to be below zero 

(figure 54). Indeed, running solely on electricity market price has shown weaknesses 

related to the robustness of the cash flows in the extreme quarters, where solar radiation 

does not allow all the times to cover the expenses generated by the power plant to keep 

running.   
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Figure 53. Distribution of EBITDA - 4th quarter 

 

 

Figure 54. Regression analysis - Electricity Market Price vs EBITDA - Red Rectangle 
representing negative results 
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5.5 Net Present Value  

 

The previous sections have expressed the risk in terms of specific items included in the 

economic evaluation of the power station. To get the “big picture” regarding the financial 

feasibility of the project, Net Present Value (NPV) and Internal Rate of Return (IRR) have 

been analysed.  

The analysis on the NPV is taking into account all the risk factors detected in the 

previous chapter. Nevertheless, WACC has been excluded from Monte Carlo simulation 

and sensitivity analysis has been performed, being the latter a better method for 

estimating the impact of the WACC on the NPV. Clark et al (2010) affirm that WACC should 

be excluded from the Monte Carlo approach because factoring WACC into a Monte Carlo 

simulation supports the creation of a much more dispersed population of NPV results 

strongly correlated with WACC. This brings to a lower estimation of core business risk 

factors, giving a disproportionate importance to financing conditions compared to the 

business activity. 

As the analysis on the NPV confirms, there is a “zero-impact” condition regarding 

inflation. This is the result of using the real risk-free interest rate, then adjusted for the 

median inflation in the DCF analysis as long-term forecast. The zero-impact situation is 

confirmed by the financial literature. Mills (1996) shows how this relationship is 

observable between the level of interest rates moving the same way as the expected 

inflation rate for almost the same extent on an ex-ante base. 

In the end, the nominal WACC used to perform this analysis is equal to 5,69% and 

sensitivity analysis has been performed to consider the impact of different financing 

conditions. 

As shown in figure 55, it is possible to detect how the distribution of Net Present Value 

can be assimilated to the family of the normal distribution (skewness equal to 0,0842), 

with the difference between mean and p50 around 2.500 €. This result is very low 

considering the p5-p95 range which is equal to 2.320.000 €. The dispersion of the 

population is very low with a coefficient of variation equal to 10,64%. Considering the 
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range p5-p95, there is no negative result regarding NPV for the whole distribution. In fact, 

p5 is equal to 5.550.000 € meanwhile p95 equals 7.871.000 €. When assessing the tail 

minimum-p5, it is possible to detect how the population keeps staying greater than zero, 

with the minimum value equal to 4.245.000 €.  

 

Figure 55. Distribution of NPV 

Indeed, the distribution below is suggesting that the PV power station, keeping a 

Confidence interval p5-p95, is ensuring profitability (NPV greater than zero) with the 

lower limit (p5) equal to 5.550.000 €. This means that according to the results, the project 

ensures to break-even, to remunerate the investors and the positive exceedance is the 

new value available for mere profit or reinvestment purposes (creation of value). It is 

worth to mention the difference between the inclusion and exclusion of WACC and the 

inflation rate from the simulation. Table 28 points out the differences regarding the 

dispersion of results in the two different settings. It is clear how all the statistical 

indicators included in the table confirm the risk of getting much more dispersed results 

including WACC.   
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WACC and Inflation 

NPV Excluded Included 

Min € 4.245.940,47 -€ 5.129.620,00 

Max € 9.481.744,89 ∞ 

p5-p95 range € 2.320.652,26 € 17.253.446,71 

Coeff. Of var. 10,64% 71,63% 

Mean € 6.693.730,05 € 7.716.087,50 

Median € 6.691.082,48 € 6.670.002,15 

Table 28. Distribution of NPV with exclusion and inclusion of WACC from Monte Carlo 
simulation 

The risk factors impacting more on the NPV results are shown in figure 70. Surprisingly, 

Spare parts (OPEX component) is the one most correlated with NPV results, followed by 

the solar radiation in quarter one, three and four. It is significant as well the last phase of 

life of the power plant, where the price of electricity is important, showing a stronger 

positive correlation compared to other factors. Notable to mention is CAPEX, which in 

terms of NPV does not play a key role as the reader could first think, being the majority 

of the CAPEX items in the lower level of correlation. In fact, the cost of modules, which 

make up around 50% of the cost of installation, get a lower correlation coefficient 

compared to fiscal factors and losses in the system. This is confirming to an extent the 

Standard & Poor’ s analysis on the solar PV technology, stating a much more contained 

construction risk compared to conventional electricity generation (Prabhu et al, 2014). 

The analysis of the correlation coefficient shows anyway that there is no strong 

correlation for any of the risk factors (R greater than 0,8). Conversely, we find many risk 

factors which have a moderate correlation (nine factors within the range +/-0,2 to +/- 0,4) 

with NPV (both positive and negative correlation). The results described above can be 

visualized through the tornado graph below, which indicates for the five most correlated 

items a very similar path of impact on NPV based on the percentile of their distribution.  
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Figure 56. Correlation coefficient - NPV 

Regarding the impact of WACC, the sensitivity graph in Figure 57 explains the 

relationship between the NPV and WACC. We can notice the negative relationship 

between the two. The graph plotted confirms that the distribution follows a normal path 

with no significant difference between the left side of the median and right side. The 

curve is indicating as well that the more we move to the right side of the x-axis, the higher 

the losses due to discounting. We can notice how, according to the distribution, 

considering the range p5-p95, the level of the cost of capital where the power station 

becomes unprofitable is the range around 11,69% - 14,19%. This is the area where NPV 

starts getting closer to zero, making the power station an unfeasible investment under 

the Internal Rate of Return point of view.  
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Figure 57. Sensitivity of NPV to WACC changes 

 

 

5.6 Internal Rate of Return 

The internal rate of return shows to an extent the same shape distribution compared 

with the NPV (figure 58). The distribution here as well is very close to a normal 

distribution (skewness = 0,0128). Mean and median almost coincide (mean equal to 

12,64%, median equal to 12,65%), confirming the normal feature of the population. 

Results are less dispersed than the NPV distribution on a standardized base, this is 

indicated by the lower coefficient of variation (equal to 5,35%). The range p5-p95 is equal 

to 2,21%, with p5 equal to 11,55% and p95 equal to 13,76. The graph below plots the 

correlation coefficient, ranking the different risk factors and their impact. Differently from 

the NPV, the Internal Rate of Return shows a higher correlation with the cost of modules 

(figure 73). In fact, this item is the most influential after spare parts. This is the only risk 

factor that changes in significance between IRR and WACC. The other factors impacting 

IRR follow to an extent the same relation as for the WACC. Here as well there is no risk 

factor with strong correlation with IRR, but we find many risk factors with moderate 

correlation, reflecting the same path recorded for WACC. 
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Figure 58. Distribution of IRR 

 

Figure 59. Correlation coefficient - IRR 

To assess the profitability of the power station based on the Internal Rate of Return, 

the fundamental step is to compare the internal rate of return and the opportunity cost 

of capital, in other words, the WACC. When IRR is greater than WACC, then the project 

yield is considered to exceed the financing costs and consequently, incremental wealth is 

generated. When IRR is below the level of the WACC, the project realization imposes 
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financing costs which cannot be compensated by the cash flow internally generated by 

the project.  In this case, the investment in the PV power station should be avoided. 

In the case under observation, we can compare the distribution of the two costs of 

capital and see whether there are chances to get negative results, estimating if and to 

what extent the distribution curve of WACC is crossing the distribution curve of the IRR. 

The graph below depicts this relationship according to the output of the analysis (blue 

colour for WACC, red colour for IRR).  

Considering the median value for each distribution it is possible to see how the power 

station is creating value. This is confirmed by the distance between IRR and WACC (figure 

60). The distance between the two medians is 6,69%, that is the positive amount 

generated by the project in terms of opportunity cost. 

We can see immediately the difference between the two distributions. The risk in this 

specific case is that the right fat tail of the WACC distribution is going to cross at some 

point the distribution of the IRR. In fact, we can detect how part of the WACC distribution 

is exceeding the IRR distribution. This happens for just the 3,3% of the WACC population, 

furthermore, this population is very dispersed, ranging from 10,25% and 22,04%, so there 

is a very low risk to get negative results. Furthermore, if we include in the discussion the 

distribution range p5-p95, we can see how the two distributions are clearly separated 

and they do not cross at all. From the IRR distribution perspective, considering the same 

range (p5-p95), only 1,2% of WACC population is affected. 
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Figure 60. Relationship WACC-IRR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.7 Impact of Delays 

 

Delays can play a role in determining a lower profitability of the power station 

compared to the baseline scenario analysed in the previous section in terms of Net 

Present Value and Internal Rate of Return. All the Delays scenarios are related to different 

cash flow timing, worsening the power plant profitability to an extent. This section 

determines to what extent the delays can influence the profitability and in turn, 

determine the role of delays as risk determinants. The scenarios developed to deal with 

delays are related to three cases: Delay in Licences (Red histogram); Delay in Construction 

(Yellow histogram); Delay in Preliminary Works and Construction (Green histogram). 
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Figure 61. NPV of delay scenarios 

 

Figure 61 depicts how all the three delay scenarios do not differ greatly from each 

other in terms of NPV. The shapes of the distributions do not differ at all, this is confirmed 

by similar value regarding mean, mode and median for all the three scenarios. Compared 

with the Baseline case scenario, the most significant difference is the comparison with 

the “Delay in preliminary works and construction” scenario (green histogram above and 

green column below). In this case, the profitability loss due to delays is around 18,37% 

compared with the baseline scenario using the mean as a benchmark. A similar result is 

recorded for the p50 comparison being the distribution normally distributed. Indeed, a 

delay of around 2,5 years for setting up the power station can bring a significant loss in 

terms of currency (NPV). The profitability is reduced to a lesser extent in the case of delay 

in Licences (loss on the mean equal to 4,87%) and delay in construction (loss on the mean 

equal to 9,87%). In the end, we can see how delays do not play a role in diminishing the 

NPV to alarming levels below zero, being the minimum data point 3.343.445 €. 
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NPV delay in 

Licences 
NPV delay in 
Construction 

NPV delays Prel. 
Works and Constr. 

Baseline 
Case 

Minimum € 4.037.730 € 3.614.608 € 3.343.445 € 4.245.940 

p5 € 5.289.633 € 4.954.256 € 4.583.188 €5.550.782 

Mean € 6.383.026 € 6.092.340 € 5.654.892 €6.693.730 

Mode € 6.528.080 € 5.986.416 € 5.539.703 €6.845.157 

Median € 6.381.194 € 6.089.372 € 5.652.462 €6.691.082 

Std Dev € 682.456 € 700.098 € 662.691 €712.772 

p95 €7.510.878 €7.239.780 €6.745.917 €7.871.434 

Maximum € 9.050.965 € 8.785.677 € 8.142.291 €9.481.744 

Skewness 0,0807 0,0804 0,0809 0,0842 

Kurtosis 2,9156 2,9263 2,9202 2,9138 

Table 29. Statistical description of NPV for the different scenarios 

Regarding the Impact of delays on the Internal Rate of Return analysis, we can see as 

it is for the Net Present Value how the distribution of results does not change in terms of 

shape. The impact of “delays in preliminary works and construction” scenario on the 

mean is significant as it was for the NPV. In this case, the distribution shifts on the left 

side and the new p5-p95 is the range 10,27% - 12,18%, with mean equal to 11,22%. 

Considering the mean, the change from the baseline case to this scenario is around 

12,65%. This is the highest value compared to the other delays, where the loss in terms 

of IRR is around 9,72% for the “delay in construction scenario” and 0,47% in the “delay in 

licenses” scenario. In this case, holding a 90% confidence interval (p5-p95), WACC 

distribution crossing the Internal Rate of Return distribution is 9,1% of the population. 

Compared with the baseline scenario (4,1% of the population), this result is more than 

doubled. 
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Figure 62. IRR of delay scenarios 

 
 

IRR delay in 

Licences 

IRR delay in 

Construction 

IRR delays 

Prel. Works 

and Constr. 

IRR baseline 

case 

Minimum 10,24% 9,45% 9,20% 10,28% 

p5 11,49% 10,55% 10,27% 11,55% 

Mean 12,59% 11,52% 11,23% 12,65% 

Mode 12,75% 11,75% 11,15% 12,81% 

Median 12,59% 11,52% 11,23% 12,65% 

Std Dev 0,67% 0,59% 0,58% 0,68% 

p95 13,69% 12,48% 12,18% 13,76% 

Maximum 15,39% 13,95% 13,64% 15,47% 

Skewness 0,0122 -0,0092 -0,0013 0,0128 

Kurtosis 2,9634 2,9615 2,9544 2,9642 

Table 30. Statistical description of IRR for different scenarios 

An interesting relationship is between the impact of the “delays in preliminary works 

and construction” scenario and the WACC distribution to understand if there is a 

likelihood to come up with more negative results in terms of IRR in this scenario. Figure 

63 is showing that there is a limited chance to come up with the negative relation WACC 

greater than IRR (loss of value). Considering the entire IRR distribution, the population of 

WACC results crossing the IRR distribution is limited to 7,2% of WACC population, and 

again we need to consider the dispersion of the right fat tail of WACC. considering the IRR 
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range p5-p95, only 2,7% of WACC population exceeds the IRR distribution, while 

considering WACC as well with the same range (p5-p95), only 0,8% of likelihood is 

recorded. We can affirm that even in the case of a long delay before operation (almost 

three years of delay compared with the baseline case), the chances to come up with a 

WACC greater than the IRR is very limited. 

 

Figure 63. IRR “delay in preliminary works and construction” vs WACC 

Figure 63 explains the rule and relationship between IRR and WACC (Ross et al, 1996). 

According to finance theory, this project should be accepted because IRR is greater than 

WACC. This means that this project is creating value, and the amount of value creation 

expressed as an interest rate is the gap (p50) between WACC and IRR. 
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5.8 Down-side Case 

 

In order to assess to what extent the power station can be subject to underperforming 

conditions, it is necessary to perform a scenario analysis including the most relevant risk 

factors identified in the NPV results, to understand what happens to the distribution and 

estimation of the Net Present Value in the worst case. 

For this reason, the 5 most relevant risk factors impacting the output mean have been 

manipulated in order to estimate the worst-case scenario. The distribution of the most 

influential inputs has been truncated to reflect the lower bound of the distribution, from 

the minimum value in the distribution up to the p50 value. Table 31 summarizes the 

changes in the inputs. 
 

Distribution Min p50 

Spare parts (€/year) Triangular € 89.750 € 163.200 

1st quarter solar radiation 
(kWh/quarter) 

Beta General 13.975.275 19.813.472 

3rd quarter solar radiation 
(kWh/quarter) 

Beta General 27.481.611 34.199.645 

4th quarter solar radiation 
(kWh/quarter) 

Beta General 14.002.412 17.597.292 

Median electricity price Triangular € 29,58  € 57,85  

Table 31. Changes applied to the distribution of inputs 

 Surprisingly, even in the case of deteriorating conditions for the most relevant risk 

factors, the power plant keep generating profits according to the simulation. According 

to the simulation results, it is possible to detect how even if the distribution is shifted 

towards the left side, the profitability keeps being entirely positive. Interestingly, even 

truncating the distribution of the risk inputs, the distribution keeps being very similar to 

a normal distribution. The new distribution seems to be much more concentrated as an 

effect of shrinking the range of the inputs selected (figure 64). The loss of NPV from the 

baseline to the downside case is equal to 18,19% using the mean as a benchmark, but 

this data is counterbalanced by the very low volatility, keeping the power station 

profitable.  

This case confirms that under a Net Present Value perspective, the power station can 

be considered again a good investment solution in terms of profitability, even in the case 

of a worsened performance conditions. 
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Figure 64. Underperforming Scenario NPV vs Baseline NPV 

Furthermore, it is useful to see dynamically how this situation fits with changing the 

hurdle rate used as the discount factor. For this reason, an analysis has been performed 

to consider along with worsened conditions, the effect of less favourable financing 

conditions on the NPV. In order to do so, a range of hurdle rates have been selected and 

different simulations have been performed. The graph below confirms the strength of the 

power station in staying profitable even with deteriorating financing conditions. In fact, 

on a mean base, the lowest level of WACC implies an NPV equal to 5.663.905 €, while the 

highest level implies an NPV equal to 2.250.890 €.  

 

Figure 65. Sensitivity analysis Underperforming scenario vs WACC 
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Figure 66. Correlation coefficient of NPV in the underperforming scenario 

According to this new scenario, correlation coefficients have changed, and we can see 

how losses (tot. Apr-Jun and tot. Jul-Sep) start playing a role in the overall profitability 

(figure 66). Spare parts keep being one of the most important risk inputs, while the tax 

level starts being very important. Again, the cost of CAPEX components is not included as 

major top risk input.  

Regarding the analysis in terms of the Internal Rate of Return, we can detect an 

interest rate which is lower compared to the base-line case, but as it holds for the Net 

Present Value, the concentration of results around the central values is much higher. 

Visually, the situation is still profitable on a punctual value perspective (mean IRR equal 

to 11,78% and WACC equal to 5,96%). 

Comparing the two cost of capital, it is notable to mention that there is not a clear 

increase in the chances to come up with an unfeasible project from the IRR perspective. 

In fact, according to the distribution of results, it can be detected how IRR p5-p95 range 

includes only 1,7% of WACC population (figure 67). 
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Figure 67. WACC vs IRR underperforming scenario 

Indeed, from an Internal Rate of Return perspective, the project under the worst-case 

scenario is still feasible. The likelihood to get the reverse relation WACC greater than IRR 

is extremely low, furthermore considering for both distribution the range p5-p95, the two 

distributions never cross each other. 
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5.9 The Power Station Unassisted 

 

Until now, the analysis has considered the power station taking advantage of the 

subsidy scheme currently in place in Italy. To understand to what extent this scheme is 

helping the investors to put money into solar PV, we should consider a subsidy-free 

environment and see how different the outlook becomes when analysing this situation. 

This can be considered an extreme situation included within the category of retrospective 

political risk, excluding the effect of subsidies from the Discounted Cash Flow model.  

 

Figure 68. Comparison between baseline NPV (blue) and Unassisted environment NPV (red) 

Figure 68 compares the two different scenarios, unassisted in red and the already 

analysed Feed-in tariff environment in blue. One thing that can be detected is the 

different dispersion of results. Even if the two distributions can be assimilated to the 

normal distribution, it is possible to see how fixing the selling price has a great role in 

determining lower levels of volatility. It is clear as well from the table below how different 

those results are in terms of profitability. Where all the statistical parameters are positive 

in the FIT environment, all of them are negative in the Subsidy-free environment (mean, 

mode, median). Positive values for the subsidy-free environment can be found only on 

29,7% of the total distribution (from 0 € to 2.779.650 €). Furthermore, the coefficient of 

variation is much higher in the subsidy-free environment (Coefficient equal to 266,73%) 

compared to the FIT environment (10,64%). Indeed, this environment appears to be the 
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worst in terms of profitability in all respects, because it generates fewer profits (65,3% of 

the NPV distribution lesser than zero) and it implies higher volatility confirmed by the 

coefficient of variation. The differences between the two scenarios are summarized in 

table 32. 
 

NPV Unassisted NPV FIT env. 

Minimum -€6.248.484 €3.900.180 

p5 -€3.979.538 €5.520.945 

Maximum €5.314.900 €9.384.454 

p95 €2.779.650 €7.865.464 

Mean -€765.384 €6.693.716 

Median -€877.291 €6.693.596 

Std Dev €2.041.517 €712.747 

Skewness 0,1876 -0,0007 

Kurtosis 2,4596 2,9952 

Table 32. Statistical comparison for NPV in a FIT environment and Unassisted environment 

Furthermore, it is detectable that the minimum market price required in order to 

break even on an NPV base is around 55,50 €/MWh (figure 69). Chances to come up with 

this market price of electricity are generally low, cutting off the range p1-p40, being those 

value associated with negative NPV. 

 

Figure 69. Regression analysis - NPV vs market price of electricity - zoom on break-even price 
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6 Discussion 

This chapter highlights the main findings of the analysis of the 10 MWp solar PV power 

station project located in Sicily. It includes a discussion of the findings of the thesis, a 

comparison between the thesis findings and other works found in the academic literature 

and illustrates the main limitations of this study. 

 

6.1 Findings 

 

The focus of the thesis was on the profitability of a solar PV power station located in 

Sicily. The analysis depicts a high degree of seasonality, which is a feature characterizing 

the entire lifetime of the project. It was necessary to estimate solar radiation and 

consequently estimate the energy output of the power station according to the NASA 

database for solar radiation and the Clear Sky Index. CAPEX and OPEX have been 

estimated according to the data provided by the Fraunhofer Institute and the Electric 

Power Research Institute. Other factors such as the cost of capital, inflation, and 

electricity market price were retrieved by a sample of European solar PV Companies, the 

Italian Statistical Bureau (ISTAT), and the National Transmission Operator database. Once 

all the data were obtained, they were transformed into frequency distributions to see 

how they develop, and through this process, it was possible to run a Monte Carlo 

simulation to see the effect of the identified risks on the profitability of the power station.  

Surprisingly, fuel estimation (solar radiation) revealed that the most influencing 

months to consider (in terms of correlation coefficient) are March, May, September, and 

October rather than the central months (June, July and August), due to the higher 

dispersion of results recorded in those months. 

The assessment of Weighted Average Cost of Capital, the results show how the most 

striking factor to consider are the level of the interest rates on debts, the beta of the 

industry and to a lesser extent the return on the market. The tax rate meant to be the tax 

shield has a very marginal role as it is for the Debt-Equity ratio. The tax rate plays a 

marginal role due to the very limited room for raising and lowering the current level of 
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corporate tax. This, in turn, does not influence in a crucial way the decision on the capital 

structure to take advantage of the corporate tax shield.  

The importance and robustness of the FIT system was shown in the EBITDA section 

regarding the operating margin generated by the power station. In fact, if the FIT system 

was in place, there is no chance for the power plant to come up with negative quarterly 

EBITDA, not even in the 1st and 4th quarter, where a lesser solar radiation implies reduced 

revenues and in turn the operating margins. This situation cannot be replicated in other 

scenarios. In the case of the power station running on the market price of electricity, 

operating margins are shrunk in all quarters, but the thesis has shown how chances to 

come up with negative cash flows can be achieved in the 1st and 4th quarter.  

The assessment of the overall profitability of the project (in terms of NPV and IRR), the 

analysis shows how macroeconomic factors and financing conditions are more relevant 

than technical costs and estimation of fuel (in this case the solar radiation) according to 

the sensitivity analysis performed on the NPV with changing WACC and inflation rate. 

According to the current Italian policy landscape, we can conclude that the power plant 

offers a great chance for investing money, ensuring profitability (only 0,6% probability of 

a negative NPV). Meanwhile, from the Internal Rate of Return Perspective, only 4,1% is 

the probability to obtain a WACC higher than the Internal Rate of Return.  

Those results can be considered positive as well in terms of volatility, with a very low 

coefficient of variation (lesser than 100%) compared to an unassisted environment, 

where a higher degree of dispersion has been recorded. Delays can play a role in 

impacting the profitability of the power station, especially in the case of a delay lasting 

for more than two years. In this case, which in the Thesis is called “Delay in Preliminary 

Works and Construction”, the profitability (in NPV terms) compared with the baseline 

scenario drops around 18,37%, and WACC can exceed IRR with a probability of 1,2%. 

Nevertheless, even with dropped profitability, no negative results due to delays have 

been recorded.  

The Thesis points out as well how deteriorating financing conditions, less solar 

radiation and a lower market price of electricity do not influence the results in the 

downside case. In fact, the profitability in terms of currency stays positive in the range 

p5-p95, as well as in the left tail of the distribution. Slightly worsened are the conditions 
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in terms of IRR, which is lower than the baseline case, but keeps being greater than WACC 

in the range p5-p95. Indeed, in this case, the profitability of the power station is recorded 

under both points of view. All considered, we can say that an environment with a reliable 

Feed-in tariff system makes the power plant in all the cases considered profitable 

according to the data used and manipulated, with no negative results in the range p5-p95 

for every scenario analysed.   

Nevertheless, the most dangerous situation is the cut of the FIT system, which has 

been shown to cut the profitability and to worsen all the statistical indexes described. 

This situation reflects political risk.  Political risk is however low in Italy and in Europe, 

compared to for instance African and Latin-American countries, where regulations are 

weaker and much more volatile depending solely on national governments, rather than 

depending on a Federal Government as it is in the case of the European Union.  

 

 

 

6.2 Answering the Research Questions 

The first research question addressed the issue of risk identification regarding the 

economic perspective of a solar PV investment. This question was answered by reviewing 

the framework developed by Aragones-Beltran et al (2009) work. This framework was 

filtered and adjusted to reflect the economic dimension of risks in solar PV. Finally, the 

framework was integrated with the contribution of Apak et al’ s work (2011). The risks 

identified can be allocated in six macro-categories as shown in table 14. 

The second research question addressed the issue of the impact of the risks on the 

overall profitability (impact on NPV and IRR). In order to calculate the impact, the Monte 

Carlo method was selected, along with sensitivity analysis. A constant in the analysis has 

been the shape of the distribution of NPV and IRR in all cases analysed. The population of 

results appears to be normally distributed for both NPV and IRR. The analysis revealed 

that the cost of capital and political risk are the most important risk factors for 

profitability. The NPV is highly sensitive to changes in the level of the cost of capital and 

inflation, indicating that an increase of 1% (from 5,69% to 6,69%) implies a loss of value 
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around 26% (figure 57). Political risk is the other most important risk factors. The analysis 

has shown as a retrospective FIT cut is related with a loss of value in terms of median NPV 

equal to 7,5 million. Furthermore, the volatility of the results was greatly affected within 

this scenario (figure 68). The analysis has shown how there is no strong correlation (R 

more than 0,8) between inputs and outputs. Conversely, many inputs accounted as risk 

factors appeared to be moderately correlated with the NPV and IRR (R around 0,40). The 

most relevant risk factors identified were the OPEX item “spare parts” and solar radiation, 

followed by the electricity market price which plays a great role considering that the 

power station enters in a competitive market price only in the last 5 years of operations. 

Surprisingly, CAPEX items have a weaker correlation with NPV compared to the above-

mentioned risk factors (R around 0,20). The FIT system has ensured a significant grade of 

profitability even in the case of delays and worsened performing conditions (down-side 

case), with a very low dispersion of results. In fact, no scenario involving the FIT system 

has been recorded to be unprofitable (for both NPV and IRR).  

Overall, as long as the political landscape is stable and solar PV regulations are reliable, 

the project ensures a high grade of profitability and predictability of the results. Yet, if 

the FIT system is removed, the likelihood to get negative results becomes the most likely 

scenario. 

 

 

6.3 Comparison with Existing Literature 

 

The results confirm to an extent the earlier findings on the profitability of solar PV 

power stations. 

The results on solar radiation estimated in this work are partially aligned with Wilcox’s 

(2010) findings regarding the coefficient of variation recorded in the United States. In his 

work, he calculated the coefficient of variation for the solar radiation on an annual basis 

in the U.S from 1998 to 2005. His results are partially in line with the results in the thesis 

regarding the coefficient of variation in the central region and the East coast of the U.S. 

for the period observed.  
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Regarding the energy yield estimation, it has been recorded a similarity between this 

thesis and the findings of the IEA (2016) regarding the capacity factor of the solar PV 

technology (figure 70). A higher and higher solar panel degradation rate and cyclical path 

of losses occurring within the PV system are characterizing the entire life of the project. 

We can detect from the beginning to the end of the project that on a yearly basis in 25 

years circa 3% of efficiency is lost. Nevertheless, the power station´s output is in line and 

fits with the guidelines developed by the International Energy Agency (2016) for the 

capacity factor achievable for photovoltaic systems. 

 

Figure 70. Solar Station capacity factor - Upper and Lower bound according to IEA (2016) 

The results regarding financing conditions (WACC), the cost of capital estimated differs 

slightly from the Ecofys (2016) study regarding the range of values, but the report 

mentioned is assuming the values to be more negatively skewed with mean around 7%. 

It is notable to mention that this report contains mapping the cost of capital of different 

countries in Europe excluding Italy but including Slovakia, Hungary, Greece, Romania, 

Bulgaria, and Croatia. 

Chandel et al’ s (2013) work addresses the same issue for a solar PV station profitability 

in terms of IRR and NPV using DCF methodology. The findings of the Thesis are well 

aligned with their work in terms of IRR. In fact, they come up with an IRR equal to 11,8%. 

This result is lower than the mean calculated in this work but fits in the range +/- two 
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standard deviations in all the cases described in the Thesis (baseline and delays included). 

Their NPV cannot be easily compared because of the different sizes of the two power 

stations. Nevertheless, for a 2,5 MWp power station, they have come up with a result of 

around € 1,5 million (adjusted for currency exchange rate in 2013). Ideally scaling up their 

power plant to 10 MWp would result in an NPV around € 6 million. This result is again 

aligned with the results in the Thesis, assuming within the range +/- one standard 

deviation.   

Mondal et al (2011) used the DCF methodology for an economic evaluation of a 

proposed solar PV station in Bangladesh. They used Monte Carlo simulation in order to 

find a set of solution and the results are surprisingly close to the findings of this thesis. In 

fact, while in this thesis the range p5-p95 is 11,55% - 13,76% with mean around 12,64%, 

Mondal et al come up with a p5-p95 range equal to 10,73% - 16,65% and mean equal to 

13,53%. The difference regarding the range of values can be attributed to the exclusion 

of the inflation and discount rate from the Monte Carlo analysis, which has shrunk to an 

extent the distribution of IRR  

Bustos et al (2016) applied the DCF methodology for a 30 MWp solar power station in 

Chile. In their analysis, the team studied the impact of a Feed-in premium system, indeed 

applying a 40% incentive on top of the electricity market price. The team came up with 

an IRR of around 13,7%, and NPV around € 11.000.000 million. Indeed, IRR can be clearly 

associated with the thesis findings. Regarding the NPV, scaling down Bustos et al’ s plant 

to 10 MWp, the result for the NPV remain within the range +/- on one standard deviation 

recorded in this work.  Interestingly, their analysis confirms the thesis findings in a 

scenario in which no subsidization scheme is in place. In fact, according to this scenario, 

only with a 7% probability NPV could be greater than zero.  

The estimation of IRR is aligned with Rehman et al (2007) work. In fact, the range of 

results and central values almost coincide, with a discrepancy of around 1% for the IRR. 

Nevertheless, minimum and maximum can be considered very similar. However, NPV 

estimation greatly differs between the thesis and their findings, in fact, Rehman et al 

come up with a mean value of around 51 million $. This discrepancy can be attributed to 

an extremely low cost of capital applied in the Rehman et al work (2007). This is due to 

close values in the IRR estimation. 
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The results are to an extent in line with the work of Rodrigues et al (2016). In fact, the 

power station located in Sicily stays within the range identified by Rodrigues et al in their 

analysis. Nevertheless, the results of the thesis are lower in terms of Profitability Index 

(Cash Inflows to Cash Outflows ratio) and Internal Rate of Return specifically for the 

Italian case. The results are lower because of different assumptions used in the two 

studies, such as losses of the system, level of costs and lifetime of the power station. 

 

 

 

6.4 Limits of the Study 

 

It is necessary to identify the various limitation of this study to further improve future 

works in the subject. The data regarding costs were retrieved from the literature and 

reports. Nevertheless, it is useful to mention that real power stations can greatly differ in 

terms of costs compared to the literature, being every power station unique depending 

on a wide range of factors such as geographical location, grid constraints, and 

consumption patterns. 

The focus of this work has been primary and solely the profitability of the power plant 

from the point of view of the private investor. Nevertheless, it is notable to mention that 

hidden costs related to this power station need to be discussed because even if they are 

not accounted in the methodology applied, those costs arise from the point of view of a 

social planner. Those costs are related to the intrinsic features of a solar PV power station. 

Those hidden costs according to the IEA (2016) are linked to backup power 

(intermittency), operating life and additional transmission costs.  

Backup power issues arise because of the necessity to compensate for the different 

timing between the peak of solar generation and the peak of consumers demand for 

electricity. While solar peak is constantly generated during yearly afternoon and peak of 

demand is focused on late afternoon, the deficit needs to be compensated either through 

storage systems or with conventional thermal generation with very fast ramp-up time. 
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Another factor is the operating life of a solar power station, which is decommissioned 

usually after 25 to 30 years. Thermal and hydro installations have a greater lifetime, 

usually around 50 years or more (IEA, 2016). This imposes a cost related to retiring and 

building a new fleet of power stations earlier than for fossil and hydro generation. 

Additional transmission costs are costs that are influenced by the specific location of 

a power station. This factor reflects differences between fossil and unconventional 

renewable generation. On the one hand, fossil generation has been designed to be 

reliable, stable and to carry high voltage electricity to cover great distances between 

generation and consumption. On the other hand, renewable intermittent electricity such 

as solar PV needs to be managed differently because it has been designed to be more 

localized and as a mean for small-scale generation and distribution, avoiding high voltage 

carrying. This fact also reflects a shift regarding the supply of electricity in terms of path 

dependency (Fuss et al, 2009).  

Another limitation is related to the additional hidden costs that intermittent solar PV 

electricity generation brings. The Institute for Energy research (2016) estimates that 

those costs combined inflate the LCOE to 153 €/MWh from 111 €/MWh. These findings 

for the LCOE with no addition of hidden costs are aligned with the findings of this work. 

This, in turn, means that for every MWh generated, there is an additional 42 € that is not 

accounted for by the private investor, meaning that the additional cost is shifted to the 

tax-payers.  

Another limit to point out regarding the financial analysis is the methodology itself. It 

is well-established that Discounted Cash Flow is the most used in the finance industry, 

but the limitations of this methodology are striking when thinking of the discount rate 

applied (the WACC). DCF methodology implies that a fixed discount rate is calculated and 

applied for the whole financial life of the asset. This means that capital structure does not 

change. This configuration does not allow to take advantage of temporary changes in the 

level of interest rates and market returns. Indeed, there is no room for reducing the cost 

of capital after the initial estimation, which in turn can raise the level of future discounted 

cash flows. This is so important, especially because capital structure should be considered 

a variable depending on the external interest rates environment. To consider this 

variability, a method which can better reflect the relationship between capital structure 
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and the interest rates environment is the Adjusted Present Value, which implies the use 

of a more dynamic discount rate during the lifetime of the project depending on 

forecasting future level of interest rates.  

Finally, social and environmental factors are not considered at all. This means that 

social and environmental benefits (and costs) related to the construction of the solar PV 

power station are not factored into a private investment analysis tool such as the DCF 

model.  

Those are the most evident limitations of this study, and future research should 

address those limitations in order to get a more inclusive judgment relating financial 

feasibility, social and environmental costs and benefits. This step would better reflect the 

potential impact of this kind of investment from a sustainable development point of view.    
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Conclusions 

 

This thesis has shown how risks can impact the economic dimension of an investment 

in solar PV technology. The first research question has been answered through the review 

of Aragones-Beltran et al (2009) and Apak et al (2011) work. The review of these works 

allows gathering a variety of risk factors to take into account when assessing the financial 

performances of a solar PV power station (table 14). Regarding the impact of the risks, 

political, macroeconomic and financial risks lead the way as risk factors to consider, 

impacting the profitability much more compared to the other risk factors such as cost 

structure, performances of the power station, and operating losses. The impact of the 

leading risks is shown in figures 57 and 68.  

The most important takeaway message of the analysis on the overall profitability is 

related to seasonality and predictability. Seasonality is related to the misbalance between 

cash flows occurring in different time periods within the year. Because of seasonality, it 

is suggested to use intra-annual cash flows in order to estimate the profitability of this 

kind of investment option. 

 Conversely, predictability is referred to the FIT system in place, which allows 

mitigating the volatility of the seasonal cash flows to a great extent, as shown in the 

analysis. So even if seasonality plays a role, the seasonality effect is well mitigated by a 

remunerative FIT system which allows overcoming possible worst-case scenarios. The 

analysis has shown how seasonality and predictability can go hand in hand, ensuring 

private investors with a low volatile, highly profitable investment. Conversely, when the 

predictability feature of this investment falls (political risk), the seasonality effect starts 

taking over, and cash flows cannot ensure anymore the needed profitability to keep the 

cash flows greater than zero during all quarters.  

The dependency of this technology (in this geographical location) on a FIT scheme is 

still very high. As a result, efforts to lower the costs and to increase the efficiency of the 
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panels are required in order to achieve higher grades of the capacity factor with the 

purpose of raising the cash flows generated.  

Besides these considerations the PV power station, according to the risks involved and 

the current regulations, is highly profitable with a very low grade of volatility of the 

results. As a result, the project should be approved. 
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